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2.1

Introduction

Ontology and the related term “semantics” have recently found increased attention in database discussions. Early discussions of ontology issues important for
databases [126,78] were lost in a sea of papers on technical, mostly performance
issues, despite the fact that textbooks as early as [134] discussed brieﬂy the relationship between information system and real world. This is diﬀerent today;
interest in semantics has increased, and this will be more so in the future given
the current interest in the Semantic Web [11,10] (see Chapter 9 of the book for
related discussion).
Information systems and their implementation as databases rest on ontological commitments. Decisions about the type system used, how identiﬁers are
managed, and so on, are derived from a speciﬁc view of the world to which
the database relates, in other words from a speciﬁc ontology. The ontologies
of standard database models make very limited assumptions and therefore the
data model is widely applicable. Spatio-temporal databases must make stronger
commitments to capture the meaning of space and time. Such an ontology is
necessarily more involved and the connection to the application area stronger.
The designer of a database application has to reconcile the ontological concepts
from the application area with the ontology built into the database. Optimally,
a spatio-temporal database involves in its built-in ontology a minimal commitment on how space and time is structured and is thus most open for application
speciﬁc reﬁnements. Exploring the minimal set of ontological commitment is the
goal of this chapter.
The ontology built into a DBMS can be insuﬃcient or it can be too restraining. It is insuﬃcient if the ontological categories necessary for numerous
applications are not available and must be reconstructed for each application
anew; the resulting incompatibilities will be very costly to correct later [81]. It is
too restraining if the ontology commits those who apply it to assumptions which
do not hold for novel applications. Spatio-temporal databases are typically constructed to integrate the knowledge of many agents and face the problem of
heterogeneous environments, a point already raised by Wiederhold et al. [190,
Chapter 22]. Current databases do not allow us to model joint beliefs of groups
of agents which do not correspond to similar beliefs of other groups of agents;
for example, Reuter works with groups of scientists, who manage terabytes of
reports of results from experiments in cellular biology, where the validity of the
results and their interpretation are debated among the groups. Current ontological investigations related to databases and information systems have been
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extended into the spatial domain [36,37,62,63,65,160,188], but their extension
into the spatio-temporal domain [44,97,98,120,139] has proved more diﬃcult
than expected [86,182]. An overview of Time Ontology for computer science was
published by [170]; Montanari and Pernici discuss the diﬀerent proposals for
temporal reasoning [190, Chapter 21].
I will investigate the questions which arise when information systems are built
for purposes involving the representation of real space and time. Examples from
the domain of Geographic Information Systems demonstrate the issues. Geographic Information Systems are especially suited for our purposes because they
model real-world situations including their spatial and temporal aspects. Their
application area is very broad and extends from the administrative and legal
rules governing land ownership and registration [54] to systems built for environmental purposes [111] and for research into global change [145]. The situation
is not substantially diﬀerent for other spatio-temporal systems, like systems for
motor traﬃc monitoring or tracking airplanes. Spatio-temporal databases are
often built from data from many diﬀerent sources, which is notoriously diﬃcult
[103,199]. Data to be integrated diﬀer in their semantics and representation, and
a meaningful combination requires bridging the gap created by ontological assumptions as well as translations between the representations once their meaning
is in the same context. But even for databases where all data are from the same
source, the gap between the ontology of the data collectors and the ontological
assumptions of the designer of the GIS software and later the users must be
bridged.
I propose a multi-tier ontology, where diﬀerent rules apply to each tier (Table
2.1). The approach used here is empirical and starts with the observation of physical properties for speciﬁc locations and instants. Objects are formed as areas of
uniform properties which endure through time as identical. Cultural conventions
link names to objects and construct objects of “social reality” [12,172], which are
meaningful within a set of culture-dependent rules. For example, the legal system
of a country gives a meaning to concepts like “parcel” and “ownership”. But the
corresponding objects do not have physical existence; they are social artifacts.
Agents – human beings or organizations which behave like persons with respect
to the aspects considered here – make all observations. Agents derive decisions
about actions from the knowledge they have acquired. An agent’s knowledge
evolves over time and spatio-temporal databases must therefore document the
temporal evolution of an agent’s knowledge. The historical state of an agent’s
knowledge must be considered to make a fair assessment of an agent’s actions.
The proposed tiers are ordered from data for which data collections from
multiple sources are more likely to agree, to data for which disagreement is more
likely; they help with the integration of data from diﬀerent sources to understand the processes which result in agreement or disagreement between data.
Debates on the length of a year are limited to scientiﬁc discussions on the 12th
decimal, the measured height of mountain tops may diﬀer between countries by
a few meters; but debates about the location of boundary lines occur occasionally, the limits of areas with economic problems are debated in parliaments and
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Table 2.1. The ﬁve tiers of ontology
Ontological Tier 0: Physical Reality:
• the existence of a single physical reality,
• determined properties for every point in time and space,
• space and time as fundamental dimensions of this reality.
Ontological Tier 1: Observable Reality:
• properties are observable now at a point in space,
• real observations are incomplete, imprecise and approximate.
Ontological Tier 2: Object World:
• objects are deﬁned by uniform properties for regions in space and time,
• objects continue in time.
Ontological Tier 3: Social Reality:
• social processes construct external names,
• social rules create facts and relationships between them,
• social facts are valid within the social context only.
Ontological Tier 4: Cognitive Agents:
• agents use their knowledge to derive other facts and make decisions,
• knowledge is acquired gradually and lags behind reality,
• reconstruction of previous states of the knowledgebase is required in legal
and administrative processes.

the judgment on desirable areas for vacations is mostly a question of personal
preference. This leads to separation of physical reality, object reality and socially
constructed reality in diﬀerent tiers of an ontology.
A multi-tier ontology allows to integrate diﬀerent philosophical stances, from
an extreme realist or positivist view to the current post-modern positions. The
multiple tiers recognize that various approaches contribute to our understanding
of certain aspects of the world around us and take the philosophically unusual
position that none is universal [164].
The goal of this chapter is to investigate what the minimal ontological commitments for spatio-temporal databases are. To this end, the concept of ontology
in the context of database design is clariﬁed ﬁrst and then an “observationbased”, empirically justiﬁed minimal ontology is designed. The ontology is designed to facilitate a computational model. The approach owes much to the
eﬀorts in formal ontology by Guarino [107,175,178,183] and related researchers
[71,70,201]. It connects, however, their ﬁndings with the concept of “social reality” introduced by Searle [172], which gives a foundation to most of the semantics
of administrative data processing. Multi-agent theory [75,203] provides a framework to justify the two-time perspectives used in temporal databases [187].
2.1.1

Ontology to Drive Information System Design

Guarino [109] and Egenhofer [76] promote the term “ontology driven information system design” and experiments abound to formalize ontology description
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languages. This is the continuation of the observation that application programs
incorporate various properties of the objects handled, properties which are coded
many times in the application code – and not always consistently. Database
schemata, originally used only for the structuring of storage of data, were soon
discovered to be useful for the generation of reports (e.g. the report generation
language of CODASYL [43]) and later also for the automatic generation of data.
These application-independent properties of the object represented in a program
can be described as ontology. If such ontological properties of the objects are concentrated in one place and if they can be used by various programs, simpliﬁcation
of the software development process can be achieved and applications may even
gain in usability as more consistency in the operations is achieved [81]. There is
today substantial – even commercial – interest in shareable ontologies (witness
all the recent activity on the Semantic Web [11,10]), and there are companies
which construct and sell ontologies (CYC [53] or Ontek [151]). Several international standardization bodies, from ISO (ISO/TC211) [122] to OMG [150] and
OGC [149], standardize spatial and temporal aspects of ontology.
2.1.2

Ontological Problems of Geographic Information Systems
and Other Spatio-temporal Information Systems

Geographic Information Systems have to reﬂect truthfully the state of the world;
information systems which do not provide reliable and correct information are
useless. This correspondence between reality and information system will be used
throughout this chapter to deﬁne ontology and to explain its role in the design
of information systems. The high cost of collecting and maintaining spatial data
has led to more demand for data sharing: data should be collected and maintained once and used by many [103,199]. This forces diﬀerences in the ontological
commitments into the open:
• the continuous nature of reality compared to the discrete approximation of
space and time in a database (see Chapter 4 in this book);
• the fact that the world changes continuously and the database lags behind;
• diﬀerentiation between “valid time” and “transaction time” in temporal
databases is an ontological diﬀerentiation [186];
• the closed world assumption [162], which is conveniently assumed in databases, is not valid for spatio-temporal databases [81,180];
• the interoperability problem, which is the inability of comparable systems
to co-operate [26];
• the internal hierarchical structures for space, time and categories [95], and
the consequent stratiﬁcation in the ontological categories [25];
• the diﬃculty to combine solutions developed for diﬀerent applications (composability in linguistic terminology [123]);
• the diﬃculty of describing data and the quality of data: the so-called metadata discussion [38,144,167];
• the diﬀerences in classiﬁcation found across cultural boundaries [32,113,143].
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Structure of the Chapter

The chapter discusses the meaning of the notion of ontology in Section 2.2. The
following Section 2.3 introduces typical application domains for spatio-temporal
databases, which are used as examples in later sections. Section 2.4 discusses the
fundamental aspects of information systems and shows how they relate to ontology. The next Section 2.5 gives an overview of the ﬁve tiers of ontology. Section
2.6 discusses the languages which could be used to describe an ontology. The
major part of the chapter is formed by Sections 2.7 to 2.11, which treat tiers in
detail. A summary Section 2.12 lists the ontological commitments encountered.
Conclusions and future work are discussed in the ﬁnal Section 2.13.

2.2

The Notion of Ontology

Ontology describes what is; it is “the metaphysical study of the nature of being
and existence” [74]. In a naı̈ve view, there should be only one ontology, as there
is only one world. In practice, we observe diﬀerent conceptualizations of the
world by diﬀerent people. Ontology, especially if the term is used in its plural
form, describes a conceptualization of the world and is closely related to software
engineering activities like conceptual analysis, domain modeling, etc. [108].
2.2.1

Classical View

The notion of ontology is borrowed in Computer Science from philosophy. The
Greek philosophers, especially Aristotle in his Metaphysics, inquired what the
properties of the world and the objects in it are and how we perceive them
[179,183]. Philosophy uses the term ontology to describe that which is (ontos,
Greek, to be; ontology, therefore: the science of what is) and in this sense, it is
used as a synonym for “metaphysics”. Ontology is often used in contradistinction
to epistemology, which is “the ﬁeld of philosophy, which deals with the nature
and source of knowledge” [148]. Quoted after [107] epistemology in brief is a
“theory of knowledge”. It is diﬃcult for us living in the world to separate the
description of the world from our knowledge of the world and how it is expressed
in language. Strictly speaking, if there is only one reality, there must also be
only one ontology, and the human views or conceptualizations of this world are
not ontologies in the strict sense. We need another term for the “theory what
people believe the world is like”; one could call it “projected ontologies” or
“epistemological ontologies” [155].
Ontologies are modeled after scientiﬁc theories (or the naı̈ve counterparts
thereof), especially physics [116] and geography [66], and they generalize the
rules found there. Recently, philosophical ontologists have begun to study practical problems from law, engineering and commerce [179] and they have started
to identify the limits of ontologies based on empirical observations of physical
objects.
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Augustine introduced the related notion “universe of discourse”. As far as
a rational discussion is concerned, the notions of ontology or universe of discourse are related to the concept of a closed system and its boundary. In this
sense computer science has borrowed the term ontology to list what is considered within a discussion or an information system [116]; database specialists talk
about database schema, often with the same meaning. Davis [55] separates three
levels in the analysis of a microworld: a level of deﬁnition of a domain model, a
level of formalization with types and axioms, and an implementation level (Figure 2.1). In this chapter, this approach is extended for spatio-temporal databases
which must support multiple applications and therefore multiple domain models
which ﬁt in a single generic model.
Domain Model

Ontology

Ontology

Axiomatic System

Formal
Semantics

Justified
by

Formal Language

Axioms

Implementation

Definition

Justified
by

Data Structures

Procedures

Justified
by

Fig. 2.1. The modeling of a single application after [55, p.7]

2.2.2

Social Reality

Ontology describes what is independent of an observer, what exists for every observer. The ontology describes the common reality. The discussion in the past has
concentrated on physical reality: on physical objects in the real world. The applicability of this ontology for most of the information systems in administration
is doubtful. Much of what is collected in databases are facts not about physical
reality (e.g., the position of a building in coordinate space), but rather about
human agreements (contracts), about classiﬁcation according to some culturally
ﬁxed rules (e.g., who is an adult) and about social arrangements (ownership
rights). These are not physical but nevertheless very “real”. Many important
aspects of our daily life fall in this category: neither money nor marriage or
companies are physically existing and can be touched. They are related to physical objects and have speciﬁc relations between them but their existence is not
physical in nature.
The physical ontology can only describe the physical part of reality; things
like money, ownership, social status, etc., are not real in the same way as is light,
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physical objects, etc. Multiple observers may see the same objects (e.g., pieces of
paper) but may not agree on their value, because for some observers and contexts
some of the pieces of paper represent money but not for other observers in other
contexts. Sociologists have pointed out that part of what seems real to us is
constructed by society [12], and Searle [172] has provided a succinct analysis
of the kind of reality behind money, property of land, marriages, etc., which is
extremely helpful to avoid some of the confusing tangles of ontological discussion.
Agents create social reality; they can be single individuals (persons) or aggregations of persons in agencies or organizations. Some agents – in general, the
agencies of the state – have the power to make other agents observe the same
rules regarding the objects they create. The standard example is money, which
physically is nothing else than printed paper; given that all members of a group
treat money in the same way, it functions to facilitate commerce, despite the fact
that the ﬁction that one can exchange paper money into gold has been dropped
a long time ago.
Social reality, like language symbols, is meaningful only in a context. The
law of a country creates a (local) context in which institutional reality as a part
of social reality is deﬁned. We will ﬁnd it helpful to use here the example of the
land-registration process to demonstrate how social reality is created, because
it demonstrates spatial and temporal aspects [1,16,79,146]. Ownership of land
requires spatial delimitation, i.e., boundaries, and is, in some countries, created
by registration in some sort of information system (cadastre, land registry).
Much of social interaction is based on understanding and speculating what
other agents think. Social rules of fairness dictate that agents are not responsible
for not knowing facts which they had no possibility to learn. To judge the eﬀects
of actions, one must therefore be able to reconstruct what the agents have known
at a speciﬁc time. In other circumstances posting some facts publicly is crucial
to their being established socially. For example, ownership of land must usually
be registered in a public register to be enforceable against others; many western
movies describe the race between two gold diggers in order to register their claims
ﬁrst.

2.3

Application Domains

Ontologies are inﬂuenced by the examples the designer uses. Classical ontology
studies, from Aristotle onwards, are based on material objects, preferably solid
bodies, the human body or animals, as well as the actions and events in which
such objects are engaged. Hayes has studied the ontology of liquids and found
it to be very complicated [115]. Diﬀerent domains have diﬀerent ontological
foundations.
Three quite diﬀerent application domains are used as examples here to assure that the ontological base for spatio-temporal databases does not include
commitments which will exclude the application to other domains:
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• a table-top situation, with solid and liquid material objects, as they are
customarily found on a dinner table; these objects are moved around by
humans;
• a city environment, where persons or cars move between buildings and along
streets (similar to examples found later, for example, in Chapter 4).
• a geographic situation, with plots of rural land, forest, roads and rivers,
where people and animals can move unrestricted across the land (somewhat
related to the ski resort example of Chapter 5 in this book).
The diﬀerent examples should demonstrate the breadth of the realm of applications requiring spatio-temporal databases and the diﬀerences in their conceptualization of reality. I have recommended that particular ontologies be developed
for speciﬁc application areas [81]. For example, an ontology for farming is highly
desirable to connect the rules for data collection, calculation of agricultural subsidies in the European Union and the integration of the resulting database for
policy [82]. Bernasconi has documented an ontology for the sewer systems of a
commune [13]. Further we urgently need concrete ontologies for land registration
to build the base software usable in several countries with diﬀerent legislation
[16,146]. Last but not least, an ontology of traﬃc, private and public, would be
very useful in the exchange of data between diﬀerent traﬃc guidance systems,
transportation schedule services and car navigation aids. The foundation ontology incorporated in the spatio-temporal database must be open to allow each of
these ontologies, indeed it must be possible to integrate more than one of them.
2.3.1

Table-Top Situation

A well-researched abstraction of the situation on a dinner table was one of the
ﬁrst examples of a computer science ontology: the blocks world [8]. It consists
of solid blocks, which can be stacked on top of each other. This has served as
a fruitful example to discuss the meaning of ontologies [106] and to discuss the
formal deﬁnition of the semantics of spatial relations [92,120]. More complex is
an environment which includes liquids in bottles or cups [115]. Liquids do not
have a ﬁxed form, but ﬁll the holes in other objects (only speciﬁc kinds of holes
can be used to contain liquids [36]). Liquids can be poured and mixed, but it
is generally impossible to separate two pieces of a liquid once they are merged
[139,140].
The objects on a table are under control of a person manipulating them
(Figure 2.2). Possession of an object by a person may signal legal ownership and
we see here a close connection between physical possession and ownership.
One can see that objects are conceived in such a way that important invariants are maintained. The regular laws of conservation of matter apply and
material properties, for example, color, speciﬁc weight, remain invariant under a
large number of operations. Solid objects on a table maintain their size, volume
and form. More complex ontologies apply for cooking, where less invariants are
maintained: neither form, color, or volume, nor weight is preserved.
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Fig. 2.2. Table-top situation with solid objects and liquids

2.3.2

Cityscape

A city contains buildings and streets (Figure 2.3). We can understand the buildings as containers which are further subdivided into rooms. Persons can be in
these rooms. Doors between the rooms allow people to move between the rooms
or leave the buildings. Streets are formed by the empty space available for movement. Streets and plazas can, again, be seen as containers, but for navigation in
a city, a linear conception of a street as a path between doors is a more eﬀective
conceptualization. For most purposes, the details of the movement of a person
in a street is irrelevant, important is only that the person follows the street from
intersection to intersection.
But not only a container and a linear model of space are applicable, we
ﬁnd also an areal one: Considering the rainfall on buildings, the amount of rain
running oﬀ a roof is proportional to the area. The runoﬀ then follows the streets
and in modern cities disappears in the sewer network (again a linear, graph like,
structure) [31].
Buildings, streets, plants, etc., do not move from their location and the processes of creation take much time. Persons, cars and other vehicles move among
them rapidly; their movement is restricted to certain pathways.
This example shows how diﬀerent tasks lead to diﬀerent conceptualizations
of space: the same cityscape is seen in terms of volumes, areas and lines. But
even within a single type of geometry, for example, the linear network structure
of a street network, diﬀerent levels of detail are used, depending on the speciﬁc
task: planning a trip uses a less detailed representation of the street network
than the description of a path to take, where every intersection must be mentioned. Finally driving in lanes and changing between lanes is yet a third level of
detail in a street graph [194]. A hierarchy of containers is also useful to navigate
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Fig. 2.3. City situation with buildings, streets, and people

in a city environment and to produce maps at diﬀerent levels of cartographic
generalization for this purpose [193].
Physical possession is not suﬃcient to indicate ownership of land. Legal institutions, often called land tenure, are necessary to transfer and publicize ownership and other rights in land. The registry of deeds or a registry of title are
maintaining public knowledge about these rights.
2.3.3

Geographic Landscape

The ﬁrst object of the geographic world is the surface of the world and its form
(Figure 2.4). The landscape is seen as an undulated surface (a two-dimensional
geometrical object) embedded in three-dimensional space. The geological processes create this surface, most importantly through erosion caused by water
ﬂow. The general importance of water and water ﬂow for our lives leads to the
concept of height measured as potential with respect to a reference potential
assumed as “sea level”.
Water ﬂows under the force of gravity over surfaces and forms rivers at
the bottom of valleys. Streams form a linear network and watersheds form a
functionally deﬁned subdivision of space – for every point along a street network
there exists a corresponding watershed (namely all the area from which water
ﬂows to this point) [90,152,153].
Couclelis has pointed out the contradiction between objects and ﬁelds: “people manipulate objects but cultivate ﬁelds” [48]. The surface of the earth is
divided into parcels, which are manipulated like objects, bought and sold like
books or shoes. Fences divide the ﬁelds and streets link ﬁelds to populated places.
Remote sensing allows observation of large areas and permits the classiﬁcation of actual land use. Areas of uniform use, for example, forest area, do not
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Fig. 2.4. Landscape with hills and valleys

automatically correspond to the areas of land ownership. The maps in planning oﬃces show the intended use of some area, but this does not automatically
correspond to actual use.
All objects in the geographic world change and move, but some move much
faster than others. Most geographic processes are so much slower than the majority of human activities that geography seems to be the “stable” backdrop against
which other processes are played out. Mountains and rivers do not move, people move between them. Considering a geological scale, mountains rise and are
eroded, rivers change their courses; changes in land use are relatively rapid and
woods can appear or disappear within a few decades. Movements of geographic
objects are qualitatively diﬀerent from the movement of persons along a street
or across a ﬁeld [91], like the airplanes in the examples of Chapter 4 of this book.
Man-made objects in the landscape are sharply delimited, but most natural objects do not have sharp boundaries. Various methods have been discussed
– from fuzzy logic to qualitative reasoning – to deal with objects with undetermined boundaries, from forests to geographic regions like “the North Sea”
[28,27].

2.4

Model of Information Systems

Information systems are advanced forms of symbol manipulation, but this point
of view is not suﬃcient to understand the relation between reality and the information the system provides. Information systems are used to make mental
experiments when real experiments are undesirable, too expensive, etc. They
are useful and valuable only if the information they represent corresponds to
the state of the real world. This correspondence between reality and information
system is used to deﬁne formally the meaning of ontology in a model.
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2.4.1

Information Systems
as Vehicles of Exchange between Multiple Agents

The simplest situation in which ontological issues become important requires at
least two cognitive subjects, both of which consider reality possibly in diﬀerent
ways, and both of which communicate about this reality. The cognitive subjects
here will be called “agents” to stress that we include single persons as well
as multi-person organizations, for example, state agencies, companies, etc. A
practical example is the collection of street information by one agent, which
is then provided to another agent to help him ﬁnd his way; this is done, for
example, by national mapping agencies, which collect topographic information
and distribute this information to the public in the form of maps; but it is also
encountered when somebody informs a friend how to ﬁnd his way home [85].

Fig. 2.5. An agent producing a map and another agent using a map for navigation
[85]

The basic situation is sketched in Figure 2.5: a person observes the world
and builds a database of his observation (“beliefs” in the terminology of [55]).
He gives this description of the world, which is a small database, to another
person, who uses it to ﬁnd his way to a goal. The data in the database are only
useful to this other person if his planned path is eﬀective and brings him to
the desired location. For this it is necessary that the information gained from
querying the database is the same information as that the agent would gain if he
would inspect the world directly. For example the length between the two street
intersections must be predictable from the database with suﬃcient precision to
select the shortest path.
Abstracting from the particulars of Figure 2.5 we arrive at Figure 2.6, which
shows reality and the model of reality in the information system and the operations which enable persons to interact with the information system and reality:
R stands for the reality, D for the realm of the data representation, f for the
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mapping between the data and reality. An operation g0 carried out on the data
must have the same eﬀect as the corresponding operation gn carried out in reality; mathematically a homomorphism must exist between real world and data
[101,106,118]:
f (g0 (di )) = gn (f (di ))

(2.1)

D

g0
f
f

R

gn

Fig. 2.6. Homomorphism [78, p.18]

2.4.2

Correctness of Information System Related to Observations

The correctness of an information system is expressed as a homomorphism between the information system and some portion of reality. The mapping between
data representation and reality is based on observations. A generic observe operation links reality to a data value. Observation provides a homomorphism for all
operations deﬁned in the information system: the programmed method which
returns the shortest path between two nodes in a navigation system and the
shortest path traveled in the city must correspond (otherwise the information
system does not properly inform about the portion of reality it pretends to
model).
For all objects in r in R and all op in R and op in D
observe op(r) = op (observe r)

(2.2)

The approach suggested here is related to the correspondence theory of truth introduced by Aristotle and reformulated by Tarski [191]. It goes, however, beyond
the regular correspondence between concepts and reality, but links all concepts
to observations of reality and operations to actions applied to the objects in
reality (Figure 2.7). The objects 1 and 2 are observed, operation d applied to
objects 1 and 2 results in object 3 – for example, the shortest path between two
locations 1 and 2 requires turn 3 at location 1. Carrying out the action “turn
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3” completes the loop from the observation of the world to acting on the world
and observing the results of the action:
act(op (observe(r1 ), observe(r2 )))
= act(op (d1 , d2 ))
= op(act(d1 ), act(d2 ))
= op(r1 , r2 )

(2.3)

with act = observe−1 and act(op (r)) = op(act r) (corresponding to Eq. 2.2).

Agent
in

Environment

perceive

act

Fig. 2.7. Observation and action form a closed loop

Observations link reality to data and actions link data to reality. In this
closed loop, the connection between the observation operation and the ontology
applied by the observing agent can be compared to the action and the ontology
it implies.
2.4.3

Semantics for Terms in Information Systems

The meaning of the symbols in an information system are linked by conventions
with the objects in reality at the level of individual instances or tokens; Saussure already has pointed out that words are only meaningful in the context of
a language [168]. Individuals in reality correspond to entities in the database.
Database books as early as 1978 [134] described perception and codiﬁcation conventions, which connect the real world in which humans live to the information
system. The database schema lists the types of objects, usually describing them
with common nouns. Software engineering tools equally rely on natural language
and a common understanding of words [23,47].
It is, however, well known that natural language terms have multiple meanings, and even common terms, like “road width”, may have multiple, slightly
diﬀering interpretations in diﬀerent contexts [40]. Deﬁning the natural language
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terms using other natural language terms leads to inﬁnite recursion. Some linguists try to identify a small number of base words from which all others can be
deﬁned; it is claimed that a list of about 100 base words occurring in all natural
languages is suﬃcient for this [204]. Easily accessible is the Wordnet project,
which deﬁnes words by sets of synonyms and covers currently over 150000 English words [74].
The speciﬁcation of semantics is a deep problem, which makes it diﬃcult
or impossible to link diﬀerent databases [103,199] to produce comprehensive
databases covering a large area. It has proven very diﬃcult to construct databases
covering the European Union, due to diﬀerences in the interpretation of terms.
Take the simple concept of dividing a population in minors and adults; European
countries use diﬀerent age thresholds for adulthood and therefore to establish the
number of European adults is a questionable project. However, to make statistics covering each age group, deﬁned by numerical age, is much less error prone,
as these concepts are more likely used uniformly. The customary approach for
database integration is based on the comparison of some static properties of the
database schemata, but the important decisions are left to the team of database
designers to establish links where possible [57].
2.4.4

Grounding of Semantics in Physical Operations

Cognitive linguists, in particular Lakoﬀ and Johnson, suggest that the meaning
of words is related to the bodily experience of humans with the world [124,130].
The possible base interactions of humans in the world are simple and limited,
and their meaning is captured in so-called “image schemata”. An incomplete list
is given in Table 2.2 and the close connection to the list prepared by Wierzbicka
[204] is striking, despite the completely diﬀerent approaches followed.
Table 2.2. Image schemata (after [124])
Container
Blockage
Enablement
Path
Cycle
Near-Far

Balance
Counterforce
Attraction
Link
Splitting
Superimposition

Full-Empty
Process
Matching
Collection
Merging

Iteration
Surface
Part-Whole
Contact
Object

Compulsion
Restraint Removal
Mass-Count
Center-Periphery
Scale

The speciﬁcations of the image schemata relate to operations humans can
perform and their results. The semantics of closely related terms are described
in a cluster. For example, the container image schema is described by operations of put-in, take-out, the eﬀects of which can be observed by testing whether
something is in the container or not (Table 2.3). The deﬁnition of the meaning of symbols in the information system must be such that an isomorphism
between information system and reality obtains [92]. This overcomes most of
the classical problems with the deﬁnition of words, at least for the meaning of
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words used to describe the physical, spatial and temporal world. The complex,
abstract concepts humans are capable of are combined from these base concepts
by transformation (Lakoﬀ calls them metaphorical mapping in [132,130], Fauconnier and Turner use the term “blend” [73,197]). Goguen has shown how to
formalize such blends [101].
Table 2.3. Algebra Container s a with Eq for a
Operations:
empty
isEmpty
size
put
isIn

::
::
::
::
::

sa
s a → Bool
s a → Int
a → sa → sa
a → s a → Bool

Axioms:
isEmpty(empty) =
isEmpty(put(a, s)) =
size(empty) =
size(put(a, s)) =
isIn(a, empty) =
isIn(a, put(b, s)) =

2.5
2.5.1

T rue
F alse
0
1 + size(s)
F alse
if a = b then T rue else isIn(a, s)

The Five Tiers of the Ontology
Physical Reality Seen
as an Ontology of a Four-Dimensional Field

The physical laws which describe the behavior of the macroscopic world can be
expressed as diﬀerential equations, which describe the interaction of a number
of properties in space – seen as forming a continuum. For each point in space
and time a number of properties can be observed: color, the forces acting at that
point, the material and its properties, like mass, melting temperature at that
point, etc. Movement of objects can be described as changes in these properties;
even the movement of solid objects can be described as the result of the cohesive
forces in the body maintaining its shape. The description of reality by diﬀerential
equations (e.g., the description of forces on a plate under a load p) is widely
used in mechanical and civil engineering, geology, etc. Models of mechanisms or
building structures are described and their reaction under various applied forces
is analyzed. This view is also quite natural for most studies under the heading
of “global systems” [145].
A ﬁeld model can be observed at every point in space and time for diﬀerent
properties:
f (x, y, z, t) = a

(2.4)
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Abstracting from the temporal eﬀects, a snapshot of the world can be described
by the formula which Goodchild called “geographic reality” [102].
f (x, y, z) = a

(2.5)

The processes occurring in this physical reality have spatial and temporal extensions: some are purely local and happen very fast; others are very slow and
aﬀect very large regions. The processes of objects moving on the tabletop are
fast (m/sec) and the spatial extent is small (m); movement of persons in cities is
again fast (m/sec) and the movements of the buildings very slow (mm/annum);
geological processes are very slow (mm/annum) and aﬀect large areas (1000
km2 ). One can thus associate diﬀerent processes with diﬀerent frequencies in
space and time [95]. Each science is concerned with processes in a speciﬁc spectrum of space and time, which interact strongly; other processes, not included
in this science, appear then to be either so slow or so fast that they can be
considered constant. Space and time together form a four-dimensional space in
which other properties are organized. Giving space and time a special treatment
results in simpler formulations of the physical laws that are of particular interest
to humans. For example, the mechanics of solid bodies, e.g., the movement of
objects on a tabletop, is explainable by Newtonian mechanical laws, which relate phenomena which are easily observable for humans in a simple form (s = vt,
etc.). Other sciences, e.g., astrophysics, prefer other coordinate systems in which
mass is included.
However, the assumption that the formula a = f (x, y, z, t) describes a regular
function which yields only a single value, is equivalent to the assumption that
there is only one single space-time world and excludes “parallel universes” as
parts of reality.
2.5.2

Observation of Physical Reality

Agents can – with their senses or with technical instruments – observe the physical reality at the current time, the “now”. Results of observations are measurement values on some measurement scale [189], which may be quantitative
or qualitative. Such observations are assumed in later chapters of this book to
describe, for example, the movement of airplanes. Observation with a technical
measurement system comes very close to an objective, human- independent observation of reality. A subset of the phenomena in reality is objectively observed.
Many technical systems allow the synchronous observations of an extent of space
at the same time, for example, remote sensing of geographic space from satellite
(Figure 2.8). Typically a regular grid is used and the properties observed are
energy reﬂected in some bands of wavelength (the visible spectrum plus some
part of infrared).
The same kind of observation as sampling in a regular grid can be used in any
other situation, the blocks world on my table as well as the city, including moving
objects. They can be sampled and described as a raster. Such observations are
mainly used for robots, where TV cameras which sample the ﬁeld in a regular
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Fig. 2.8. Remote sensing image

grid are used to construct “vision” systems to guide the robot’s in manipulating
objects on a table or moving through buildings [129].
2.5.3

Operations and Ontology of Individuals

Our cognitive system is so eﬀective because, from the array of sensed values,
it forms individuals, which are usually called objects, and reasons with them.
Thinking of tables and books and people is much more eﬀective than seeing
the world as consisting of data values for sets of regularly subdivided cells (i.e.,
three-dimensional cells, often called voxels). It is economical to store properties
of objects and not deal with individual raster cells. As John McCarthy and
Patrick Hayes have pointed out:
...suppose a pair of Martians observe the situation in a room. One Martian analyzes it as a collection of interacting people as we do, but the
second Martian groups all the heads together into one subautomaton
and all the bodies into another. ...How is the ﬁrst Martian to convince
the second that his representation is to be preferred? ...he would argue
that the interaction between the head and the body of the same person
is closer than the interaction between the diﬀerent heads. ... when the
meeting is over, the heads will stop interacting with each other but will
continue to interact with their respective bodies. [137, p.33]
Our experience in interacting with the world has taught us that the appropriate
subdivision of continuous reality is that into speciﬁc types of individuals. Instead
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of reasoning with arrays of connected cells (as is done, for example, in computer
simulations of strain analysis or oil spill movements), we select the shorter and
more direct reasoning with individuals: The elements on the tabletop are divided
into objects at the boundaries where cohesion between cells is low; a spoon
consists of all the material which moves with the object when I pick it up and
move it to a diﬀerent location. This is obviously more eﬀective than individual
eﬀorts to reason about the content of each cell. Animals and most plants form
individuals in a natural way.
The cognitive system is very fast in identifying objects with respect to typical
interactions. We see things as chairs or cups if they are presented in situations
where sitting or drinking are of potential interest (under other circumstances,
the same physical objects may be seen as a box or a vase). The detection of
“aﬀordances” of objects is immediate and not conscious. The identiﬁcation of
aﬀordances implies a breakup of the world into objects: the objects are what we
can interact with [100]. Cognitive science has demonstrated that even infants at
the early age of three months have a tendency to group what they observe in
terms of objects and to reason in terms of objects. It has been shown that animals
do the same. Most of the eﬀorts of our cognitive system to structure the world
into objects are unconscious and so it is not possible for us to scrutinize them.
There are a number of well-known eﬀects where a raster image is interpreted in
one or the other way; for example, Figure 2.9 can be seen as cube or a corner,
but not both at once. In Figure 2.10 the decision what is foreground and what is
background is arbitrary, but we can alternatively see the two faces or the vase,
not both at the same time.

Fig. 2.9. A cube or a corner?

Eﬀorts to explain the categorization of phenomena in terms of common nouns
based on a ﬁxed set of properties, as initiated by Aristotle, occasionally lead to
contradictions. Dogs are often deﬁned as “barking”, “having four legs, etc.”; but
from such a set of attributes it does not follow that my neighbor’s dog, which lost
a leg in an accident, is no longer a dog. Modern linguistics assumes generally
that prototype eﬀects make some exemplars better examples for a class than
others. A robin is a better example for a bird than a penguin or an ostrich
[165,166]. Linguistic analysis suggests that the ways objects are structured are
closely related to operations one can perform with them, and empirical data
support this [74,123].
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Fig. 2.10. Two faces or a vase?

Humans have a limited set of interactions with the environment – the senses
to perceive it and some operations like walking, picking up, etc. – and these
operations are common to all humans. Therefore the object structure, at least
at the level of direct interaction, is common to all humans, and it provides the
foundation on which to build the semantics of common terms [131]. In general,
the way individual objects and object types are formed varies with the context,
but is not arbitrarily. Diﬀerent from the viewpoint of physics, humans experience space and time not just as diﬀerent dimensions of a continuum. Time is
experienced by all biological systems as a vector and processes are not reversible
– energy is used and dissipated, and entropy increases by the laws of thermodynamics [49]. All observation of the world is limited to the observation at the
time “now”. “Now” is not only a diﬃcult philosophical problem [77] but also a
tricky problem for temporal query languages.
Human experience of time contrasts with space, which is isotropic: it has the
same properties in all directions. Humans experience the direction of gravity as
most salient “up-down” axis, which leaves the plane orthogonal to gravity as
space which is experienced isotropically – what is in front of me is behind me
if I turn around [198]. Objects can move, nearly without eﬀort, in this plane
and these movements are reversible. The geometry of the object – especially
the distance between two points on the object or angles – remains the same,
independent of movement.
Points in space seem natural, despite the fact that they are abstractions,
which cannot be materialized. Similarly, time-points, called instants, are important to mark boundaries between intervals [97]. Spatial objects have boundaries,
which are lines and surfaces which bound volumes. The objects of the tabletop
are modeled as solid volumes, most of them with ﬁxed form (except for liquids
and similar). Their surfaces can touch, but the volumes cannot overlap. Euler
has described the rules for the manipulation of polyhedrons, so-called Euler operators, for merging and splitting of solid objects and these rules were used to
construct an ontology for Computer Aided Design systems [58]. The movement
of solid objects can be represented as a translation of the center of gravity and
a rotation around this point.
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An agent – and its database – may abstract space in one of several ways,
for example, a regular raster of observations or an object concept, or may use
them in combination. The linkage between these views poses diﬃcult theoretical
problems, which are addressed in the spatial reasoning community. The question “what is special about spatial?” has been asked by several authors, but no
generally satisfactory answer has been given [59,141].
2.5.4

Social Ontology

Human beings are social animals; language allows us to communicate and to
achieve high levels of social organization and division of labor. These social institutions are stable, evolve slowly and are not strongly observer dependent. Conventionally ﬁxed names for objects, but also much more complex arrangements
which are partially modeled according to biological properties, for example, the
kin system, or property rights derived from physical possession, can be reﬁned
and elaborated to the complex legal system of today’s society.
Names. The common names in language are clearly the result of a social process: words as names for individuals. This gives identiﬁers for objects, which
are diﬀerent from predicates to select an individual based on some unique set
of properties. Nevertheless, socially agreed identiﬁers seem to be part of the individual, because they exist outside of the observing agent. Pointing out that
“chien”, “Hund” and “cane” are equally good words to describe what in English
is called a dog should make it clear that none of these names is more natural
than any other. Examples for proper names and similar identiﬁers reach from
names for persons and cities to license plates for cars; there are also short-lived
names created, like “my fork”, during a dinner.
Institutions. Social systems construct rules for their internal organization [12],
for example, laws, rules of conduct and manners, ethics, etc. Such rules are not
only procedural (“thou shalt not kill”), but often create new conceptual objects
(e.g., marriage in contradistinction to cohabitation without social status, adult
person as a legal deﬁnition and not a biological criterion, etc.). Institutions are
extremely important in our daily life and appear to us as real (who would deny
the reality of companies, for example, Microsoft Corporation).
Much of what administration and therefore administrative databases deal
with are facts of law - the classiﬁcation of reality in terms of the categories
of the law. The ontology of these objects is deﬁned by the legal system and is
only loosely related to the ontology of physical objects; for example, legal parcels
behave in some ways similar to liquids: one can merge them but it is not possible
to recreate the exact same parcels again (without the agreement of the mortgage
holders) [139,140].
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2.5.5

Ontology of Cognitive Agents

Cognitive agents – persons and organizations – have incomplete and partial
knowledge of reality, but they use this knowledge to deduce other facts and
make decisions based on such deductions. Agents are aware of the limitations of
the knowledge of other agents; social games, social interaction and business are
to a very large degree based on the reciprocal limitations of knowledge. Game
theory explores rules for behavior under conditions of incomplete knowledge
[6,56,147]. The knowledge of a person or an organization increases over time, but
the knowledge necessarily lags behind the changes in reality. Decisions are made
based on this “not quite” up-to-date knowledge. Social fairness dictates that
the actions of agents are judged not with respect to perfect knowledge available
later, but with respect to the incomplete knowledge the agent had or should
have had if he had shown due diligence. Sometimes the law protects persons
who have no knowledge of certain facts. The popular saying is “Hindsight is
20/20” or “afterwards, everybody is wiser”. A fundamental aspect of modern
administration is the concept of an audit: administrative acts must be open to
inspection to be able to assess whether they were performed according to the
rules and regulations or not. Audits must be based on the knowledge available
to the agent, not on the facts discovered later. For audits it must therefore be
possible to reconstruct the knowledge which an agent, for example, in a public
administration, had at a certain time.

2.6

The Language to Describe the Ontology

Some formal language is necessary for the description of an ontology. Database
schema, for example, are described in the Data Description Language [3]. The
description of ontologies using logic or the use of data description languages
resting on the relational data model to describe the schema of a database is
(barely) suﬃcient to capture the meaning of the terms for a snapshot, an atemporal database. Numerous practical experiences show that describing spatial
data types with these means is very diﬃcult [87,94,169], and the problems encountered when integrating data from diﬀerent sources are so far not resolved
[57]. The description of ontologies for spatial-temporal databases is even more
demanding. In this section we propose to use algebras, which are not restricted
to static relations, but permit to describe objects and operations in the same
context and thus better capture temporal aspects. Practical proposals for the
description of conceptual models for spatio-temporal applications follow later in
this book (Chapter 3).
The language used to describe an ontology should have the following properties:
• formal, independent of subjective interpretation, i.e., it must be described as
an algebra with (abstract) types, operations and axioms ﬁxing the behavior
up to isomorphism [67];
• declarative and independent of implementation;
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• typed, to avoid the diﬃcult logical tangles of untyped languages: Russell’s
antinomy with sets containing themselves and Gödel’s undecidability problem are not existing in a typed universe;
• automated methods to check the consistency of ontologies must exist [88]; it
is not humanly possible, to write substantive formal systems without error
[52], quoted after [84,156].
• executable, at least as a prototype: it is very diﬃcult to assess if a given
formal description captures the correct intuition about the world; however,
human beings are very good in judging if a model is a correct description of
their experience if one can execute it [88].
Many are tempted to invent a new language to describe ontological models
[133], but this is not necessary. Ontologies are traditionally investigated using
logic, primarily ﬁrst-order predicate calculus, where the variables range over the
individuals (instances or tuples in the database jargon) [35]. This approach is
very useful to construct rules to capture the foundation classes for reusable ontologies [109]. The diﬀerentiation between an extensional and intensional interpretation is important, i.e., possible world semantics [127] must be considered.
Ontologies for spatio-temporal systems can be formulated in temporal logics,
or in situation calculus introduced by McCarthy, and extended to a useful formalization for actions by Reiter [163]. Mereology [173] and mereotopology [177]
extend ontological studies to the spatial domain. The formalism of simple logic
formulae is easy to understand, but when the numerous technical restrictions are
added to deal with time and space, the resulting discussions are very diﬃcult to
follow. Further, the use of logic is very often leading to formalizations which are
not constructive and thus not directly translatable into implementations. For
example, the widely referenced RCC calculus uses non-constructive axioms [161]
and is therefore “not suitable for direct implementation in a reasoning system”
[24, p.2].
An alternative with equally good mathematical pedigree is algebra. Here
technically, by “algebra” we understand universal algebras (speciﬁcally heterogeneous or multi-sorted algebra) as introduced by Birkhoﬀ [14,15,136]. An algebra is a triple, namely a set of carriers, a set of operations with signatures and
a set of axioms which deﬁne the operations [136]. An algebra describes some
abstract behavior of a set of objects, called the carrier, which is not further
speciﬁed. Heterogeneous algebras allow multiple carriers for their objects, which
correspond roughly to the notion of type in computer science [34]. There may
exist several realizations for an algebra, often called models or implementations
(for example, in Chapter 4 of this book), which cannot be separated with the
methods included in the algebra. One says that an algebra deﬁnes objects and
their behavior up to an isomorphism; all models of the algebra are isomorphic,
they show the same behavior with respect to the observations possible within
the algebra. Technically, the world and the information system are then models
for the abstract behavior described algebraically. The deﬁnition of structure up
to isomorphism is exactly what is desirable for an ontology used for the design
of information systems: the ontology should describe the behavior of reality and
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information system equally. The rules observed in reality and the rules used in
the information system must be structurally the same (they cannot be the same
rules, as the former apply to physical objects and the latter to the data objects
representing these in the database). As an example, we use here the familiar
natural numbers N (Equations 2.6-2.11).
The axioms for natural numbers are as given by Peano [138]:
1∈N

(2.6)




∀m ∈ N ∃m ∈ N (m is the successor of m.)


∀m ∈ N m = 1(1 has no predecessor).
∀m, n ∈ N (m = n → m = n)

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

K ⊆ N → K = N provided that the following conditions hold:
1∈K
k ∈ K → k  ∈ K.
Addition:

(2.10)

df

m, k ∈ N, m + 1 = m , ∃(m + k) → m + k  = (m + k)

(2.11)

For natural numbers there are many diﬀerent realizations – as Arabic numbers,
Roman numerals, apples, sheep in a ﬂock or binary numbers (Figure 2.11). In
all cases, the rules for addition hold the same way. V II + II = IX is the same
as 7 + 2 = 9.
+

=

+

=

+

=

Fig. 2.11. Diﬀerent realizations of the natural numbers

The essence of an algebra, completely abstracting from the representation,
is captured in category theory [5,9,157]. This can be applied to query languages
[117] or to algebraic speciﬁcations [68,135].
2.6.1

Tools to Implement Ontologies

The algebraic approach for the deﬁnition of ontologies for spatio-temporal databases can use modern functional programming languages as tools for formaliza-
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tion and to build executable models. Universal algebra and the development of
functional programming languages rest on the same mathematical foundations:
category theory. In category theory properties of operations are discussed in
complete abstraction from the application of the operation on objects [5].
Functional programming languages can be implemented today close to mathematical concepts and serve as tools to apply the corresponding theories to practical problems. Haskell is the result of a decade of experimentation and is the
uniﬁcation of diﬀerent proposals. It is a standardized and widely used language
[154,156,192]. It is a non-strict (lazy) purely functional language with classes. In
Haskell algebras are described as classes (abstract data types) and simple models
constructed for testing. In order to create executable models, care must be taken
to include only constructive axioms; other axioms can be included as tests for
the model and exclude non-intended interpretations. The following code gives
the example of Peano’s algebra in Haskell with the executed example t5 = 2 +
3 = 5.
class PeanoNum n where
suc :: n -> n
eq :: n -> n -> Bool
plus :: n -> n -> n
data Nat = One | Suc Nat
instance PeanoNum Nat where
suc = Suc
eq One One = True
eq (Suc m) (Suc n) = eq m n
eq _ _ = False
plus m One = Suc m
plus m (Suc n) = Suc (plus m n)
t5 = plus (Suc (One)) (Suc ( Suc (One)))
result:
Suc (Suc (Suc (Suc One)))
In a functional language, everything is a function which yields a value. Haskell
is a second-order language, which allows variables which are functions. Most
current programming languages are ﬁrst-order languages and permit variables
only to range over constant values, e.g., natural numbers, ﬂoating point numbers,
etc.; in a second-order language, a variable can also be a function, e.g., cos or
absoluteV alue. Research in database formalization has previously identiﬁed a
need for second-order languages [112].
Haskell is a strongly typed language [33] extending the Hindley-Millner type
inference systems further. In a typed language, every value has a type and operations are applicable only to values of the correct type; the type system used
here assumes type inference, i.e., the type checker infers types for expressions
which are not explicitly typed from the types of inputs and outputs. Haskell has
classes and allows parametric polymorphic application of operations deﬁned in
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classes to all elements for which the class has been instantiated. This covers what
is usually called “multiple inheritance” in a consistent and rigorous framework,
in which the algebra, an abstract data type, is parameterized and the instantiations separately describe how an operation is applied to a speciﬁc representation
(data type). In this framework, operations which apply to an element in a data
structure are then polymorphically extended to apply to the data type; this is
called “lifting”.
Second-order formalizations are extremely useful to deal with spatio-temporal
data types. A data type movingP oint can be seen as a function, sometimes called
a “ﬂuent”, which for every point in time (i.e., instant) yields a point in space.
In a second-order language, such functions are properly typed (they have a type
described as movingP oint :: Instant → Location). Operations can be applied
to such “function types”, for example, two movements can be added; in a polymorphic language like Haskell, the operation “+” can be lifted to extend to this
new data type movingP oint and thus it becomes possible to add two movements
simply with the operation “+”. The result is deﬁned as vector-addition for each
instant.
As an example, we show how from time-varying values “moving points” are
constructed in Haskell. We assume ﬂoating-point numbers with the operations
“+”, “–”, “*”, square and square root, which are implemented for a data type
Float1 .
class Number
(+), (-),
sqr, sqrt
sqr a = a

a where
(*) :: a -> a -> a
:: a -> a
* a

A type “Moving T” for any type T is used to represent a family of time variable
types; for this parameterized type the operations of the class N umber are implemented as synchronous: “+” applied to two moving values produces a moving
value, which is for each time point the sum of the values at this time point. This
lifting of the operations from values to time-varying values permits to operate
with time-varying values as simply as we operate with constant values.
type Moving v = Time -> v
instance Number v => Number (Moving v) where
(+) a b = \t -> (a t) + (b t)
(-) a b = \t -> (a t) - (b t)
(*) a b = \t -> (a t) * (b t)
sqrt a = \t -> sqrt (a t)
Points are deﬁned with operations to combine the two coordinate values and the
projection operations x and y and the operator to calculate the distance between
1

In Haskell, classes deﬁne abstract algebras and instances give the implementation
for a speciﬁc datatype. Implementation can be parametrized and the parameters
restricted to instances of certain classes – here used for the operations on Points.
Function application is written without parentheses e.g., f(x) is written as f x. The
lambda construction is written as \x → ax, deﬁning a function f (x) = a (x).
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two points. We also lift the operations “+” and “–” to apply to points as the
regular vector addition and subtraction.
class Number s => Points p s where
x, y :: p s -> s
xy :: s -> s -> p s
-dist :: p s -> p s -> s
dist a b = sqrt (sqr ((x a) - (x b)) +
sqr ((y a) - (y b)))
data Point f

= Point f f

instance Number v => Points Point v where
x (Point x1 y1) = x1
y (Point x1 y1) = y1
xy x1 y1 = Point x1 y1
instance Number v => (Point v) where
(+) a b = xy (x a + x b) (y a + y b)
(-) a b = xy (x a - x b) (y a - y b)
Moving points are created as points with moving values as coordinates and for
such moving points, the code necessary to calculate distances between points
is derived automatically. We can deﬁne two points np1,np2 and calculate the
distance between these two moving points as a moving value; movingDist 1 2 is
the distance as a function (which could be passed as an argument to a function
to ﬁnd its minimum or maximum value) and dist at 1 is the value of the distance
function for time 1.0 – this is all the code necessary to execute!
np1, np2 :: Point (Moving Float)
np1 = xy (\t -> 4.0 + 0.5 * t) (\t -> 4.0 - 0.5 * t)
np2 = xy (\t -> 0.0 + 1.0 * t) (\t -> 0.0 - 1.0 * t)
movingDist_1_2 = dist np1 np2
dist_at_1 = movingDist_1_2 1.0
2.6.2

Multi-agent Systems
and Formalization of Database Ontologies

The framework in which spatio-temporal databases must be discussed, shown in
Figure 2.5, is quite similar to the logical framework used for the discussion of
multi-agent systems [75,203]. Indeed, the multi-agent system provides the theoretical framework, in which ontological discussions can be grounded following the
idea expressed in Figure 2.12 (and an attempt to create such a view is already
present in [109]).
A database represents beliefs (in the terminology of [55]) some agent has
collected about the world. Agents can, by deﬁnition, have only a partial and
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Reality

Beach
Sea
Palms

Words
Ideas

Fig. 2.12. Agents in the world

approximate knowledge of the world (the observations of Tier 2). The knowledge
stored in the database is likely incomplete, incorrect and approximate.
An agent in a multi-agent framework can be a single activity [142], a single
living entity with some cognitive abilities (an animal or a human being) or a
larger organizational unit, for example, an agency, a ministry or a company. For
building ontologies, single persons and organizations (from small companies or
research groups to whole nations) are considered as agents.
In a multi-agent system, a formal discussion of the correspondence between
the simulated reality and the simulated database content is possible. In most discussions of ontology the non-formalized reality is contrasted with the formalized
model in an informal discussion. Here, we posit a formally constructed fragment
of reality, which is then connected with the model. This allows us to construct
formal models of an ontology in which the theoretical issues can be discussed
and the necessary theories constructed. Such systems are not directly useful as
information systems, but useful to design ontologies and to demonstrate how
diﬀerent domain ontologies can be integrated. For example, the situation described in Subsection 2.4.1 and Figure 2.5 has been translated to an executable
model [85].

2.7

Ontological Tier 0: Ontology of the Physical Reality

Ontology, in a naı̈ve view, should describe what is. In this section, the necessary
minimal assumptions about physical reality are described. We assume that
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• physical reality exists,
• it has determined properties at any point in space and time,
• diﬀerent types of properties exist.
This gives a minimal ontology of points in space and time. Property values at
each point in space and time are quantitative or qualitative values.
This section is necessarily very brief because there is little we know objectively about the physical reality. Even from millions of empirical observations
no deductive knowledge about the world ever follows. It is often overlooked that
all we know about the world is based on observation; a database represents the
beliefs of some agents about the world, never the physical world directly. This
section talks about the assumption necessary that the inductions in the following
sections, which have led to the theoretical sciences, are possible.

2.7.1

Properties

Properties of the world combine a point in time and space with a value expressed
on a continuous scale, represented by real numbers. Some properties can be
observed and the property values are transformed by the observation process in
measurement values.
There are diﬀerent properties at every point of reality. The properties at a
point in time and space are determined, i.e., multiple observations will always
start with the same property value (but may yield diﬀerent results, due to imperfections in the observation process, see Section 2.8.1). The same properties
have at diﬀerent points in time and space diﬀerent values. Typing rules avoids
nonsensical operations (Figure 2.13).

Fig. 2.13. Billboard found in New Cuyama, California
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2.7.2

Physical Space-Time Field

For the abstract (non-constructive) level of ontology, points in space and time
are described with coordinate values of real numbers to establish continuous time
and space. This is the classical model of space and time of physics, where both
real-world space and time is mapped to an n-cube with real number axes. This
physical abstract ﬁeld model is described with a function. An observation at a
given point in space and time yields a single value. The temporal and spatial
coordinates are formally equivalent. There is no special treatment of natural
constants – they are understood as varying in time and space, and most of the
“natural constants” are indeed varying in time or space (see Section 2.5.2). The
world is implemented as a function.
reality :: world → property → spaceP oint →
timeP oint → value

(2.12)

This formal model of reality as a function (see 2.12) expresses the ontological
assumption of a single reality as observable by a (single-valued) function reality
(comparable to f (x, y, z, t) = a); if we had allowed multi-valued functions here,
then we would permit “parallel” universes, as made famous by Asimov in Living
Space [4]. With such a single-valued function the situations shown in Figure 2.2,
Figure 2.3, and Figure 2.4 can be represented.

2.8

Ontological Tier 1: Our Limited Knowledge
of the World through Observations of Reality

Observations of reality are necessarily limited: we can only know a (very small)
subset of reality, with very limited precision. We can only observe at speciﬁc locations and at speciﬁc times, and human observers are restricted to observations
of the properties for the moment “now”. Continuous observations are actually
rapid samples at discrete points. Measurements are observed with unavoidable
error and are expressed with limited resolution; sometimes this is all subsumed
under the notion “discretization” [102]. These limitations are modeled in Tier 1.
2.8.1

Observations

Observations translate the value of a property at a speciﬁc point in time and
space into a measurement value. Observations are realized as physical processes
which translate the intensity of some property into an observation value, expressed on some measurement scale; observations are always made at the present
time (“now”):
observation :: world → observationT ypes →
location → value

(2.13)
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The domain of this function is composed of:
• the world observed;
• the types of observation agents (humans, with or without technical means);
• the location on the earth; it is ﬁnite space, but unbounded, empty space is
isotropic.
The range of the function consists of values on some measurement scale.
Measurement Values. Measurement values describe the result of the observation process. Values are formal, i.e., mathematical objects, introduced here
to capture the outcome of the observation. Values are deﬁned as algebras, and
are typically described as derived algebras using some base (given) fundamental
algebra. For example, integers are used to construct values of type Money. The
algebras for values must connect the values to the outside world. All values have
operations to translate from and to a human readable form.
For example, the natural numbers are deﬁned by the axiom system given by
Peano (see Equations 2.6-2.11). From natural numbers rational and real numbers and other number systems can be deﬁned similarly; for example, rational
numbers can be deﬁned as pairs of integers.
Stevens, in a landmark article [189], has shown the fundamental properties
of the measurement scales. He listed four measurement scales, namely the
• Nominal scale: only the equality between values can be tested (example:
names of persons);
• Ordinal scale: values are ordered (example: grades in school, rank in a race);
• Interval scale: diﬀerences between values are meaningful (example: temperature in degree Celsius, height above sea level);
• Ratio scale: ratios between values can be computed and an absolute zero
exists (example: temperature in degree Kelvin, population counts, money in
a bank account).
These measurement scales correspond to algebras; we often ﬁnd the roughly
corresponding algebras of equality (=, =), order (<,>,≥, ≤), integral (+, −) and
fractional (+,−, ∗, /). Other measurement scales exist but are not as prominent
or well researched [41,79]. The nominal and the ordinal scale are often called
qualitative, especially when the number of diﬀerent values is small. For example,
the size of a garment can be expressed on an ordinal, qualitative scale with the
values “small”, “medium”, “large”, “extra large”.
Observation Error. All observations are imperfect realizations and imply error. This is in the limit a fundamental consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle, but most practical observations are far removed in precision from the
fundamental limits. Measurements better than 1 part in a million are generally diﬃcult (i.e., distance measurements with an error of 1 mm per kilometer
are very demanding, few centimeters per kilometer are standard performance of
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surveyors today) and the best observations are for time intervals, where 1015
is achieved, but the theoretical limit would be 1023 . Parts of the error of real
observations are the result of random eﬀects and can be modeled statistically.
Surveyors report measured coordinates often with the associated standard deviation, which represents – with some reasonable assumption – an interval with
approximately 60% chance to contain the true value. Error propagates through
the computation. The Gaussian law of error propagation approximates the propagation of random and non-correlated error; it says that the error propagates
with the ﬁrst derivation of the function of interest. Given a value a = f (b, c) and
random errors for b and c estimated as eb and ec (standard deviations), then,
following Gauss, the error on a is:

df 2 df 2
e + e
(2.14)
ea =
db b dc c
A number system can be extended in such a way that every value is associated
with an error estimation. Numeric operations on values are lifted to calculate not
only the result but also the estimated error in the result using Gauss’s formula
[83].
data Efloat = EF Float Float
instance Num Efloat where
(EF v’ s’) + (EF v2 s2) =
EF (v’ + v2) (sqrt (sqr s’ + sqr s2))
Resolution and Finite Approximation. The results of observations are expressed as ﬁnite approximation to real numbers (often called ﬂoating point numbers). Geographers often use the term “resolution” to describe the smallest discernible diﬀerence between two intensities, not necessarily one unit of the last
decimal. For example, distance measurements are often read out to mm, but the
error (one standard deviation) is much larger: 1 cm + 1mm /km.
Constructing software for geometrical calculation using the ﬁnite approximations available in computers is diﬃcult [94]. Some solutions have been developed
recently [105,119,169].
2.8.2

Measurement Units

Measurements describe the quantity or intensity of some properties at a given
point in comparison with the intensity at some other, standard, point or standard
situation. Well known is the former meter standard, deﬁned as the distance
between two marks on a physical object manufactured from precious metal and
kept in Paris (it is superseded today by a new deﬁnition, which links to a physical
process that can be reproduced at any location). The temperature of melting ice
is used as the reference point for the Celsius scale [69].
Observation systems are calibrated by comparing their results with the standard. They are expressed as a quantity times a unit e.g., 3 m, 517 days or 21
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Table 2.4. SI units
length:
mass:
time:
electric current:
thermodynamic temperature:
amount of substance:
luminous intensity:

meter
kilogram
second
ampere
kelvin
mole
candela

m
kg
s
A
K
mol
cd

degrees Celsius. The Système International d’Unites (SI) is founded on seven SI
base units for seven base quantities assumed to be mutually independent (Table
2.4). Before, people used the cgs-system (centimeter-gram-second). For example,
the unit of gravity in the cgs-system was Gal, named after Galilei (1 Gal = 1
cm/s2 ), but newer books refer to the SI standard (m/s2 ).
For the same kind of observation diﬀerent units are used, most important
the metric units and the Anglo-Saxon units (which come in Imperial and U.S.
variants). The fundamental physical dimensions (length, mass, etc.) are easily
converted, but practically errors occur often. Most spectacular was the recent loss
of a probe to land on Mars due to a lack of conversion between metric and AngloSaxon measurement units of length. Practically, conversions are a problem, not
for the diﬀerent measurement units, but for the diﬀerences in the observation
methods, which result in somewhat diﬀerent properties observed, even when
expressed on the same physical scale (for example, noise level measured in dB).
Conversion can be achieved, as the two observation methods can be applied at
the same location and time, and the results can be compared. From suﬃciently
well comparable observations a conversion formula can be deduced.
2.8.3

Classification of Values

In daily life and in most applications, the results of observations are expressed
on qualitative scales, i.e., scales with only a few values. People are classiﬁed in
small, medium, tall and very tall; days are hot or cold; etc. These classiﬁcations
capture suﬃcient information for the task at hand [96]. For example, to meet a
person at an airport, a description using adjectives like “gray, tall, bespectacled,
50ish male” is usually suﬃcient to identify the person.
Classiﬁcation translates observations from a larger set of values to a smaller
set of values (discretization can be seen as a special case of classiﬁcation). The
age of a person is mapped to the set child, adult with the rule
classify :: valueType_1 -> valueType_2
classify age = if age > 20 then adult else child
Roads for maps are classiﬁed from the width (measured in m with two decimals)
to road classes ﬁrst order, second order, and third order:
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classify roadwidth = if width > 5.50 then firstOrder else
if width > 4.0 then secondOrder
else thirdOrder
These two examples clearly demonstrate the diﬃculties involved in classiﬁcation
and the use of classiﬁed data. Seldom do the classiﬁcations for two diﬀerent tasks
correspond: How to compute the number of adults in Europe? There exists no
uniform concept of adulthood, as age limits vary. A road map which shows a road
changing in classiﬁcation at the border (Figure 2.14) allows two interpretations:
either the road changes its width at the border or the classiﬁcation scheme for
roads is diﬀerent in the two countries.

Road class A
Road class B

Fig. 2.14. Apparent changes of road classiﬁcation across border

2.8.4

Special Observations: Points in Space and Time

Descartes discovered that calculation with coordinate values can simulate geometric constructions. Surveyors and engineers make extensive use of analytical
geometry. The algebra of vector space, constructed from the ﬁeld of real numbers
with operations for scalar multiplication, vector addition and multiplication, is
extremely convenient. Orthogonality of vectors, etc., can be tested and areas of
ﬁgures calculated with simple arithmetic operations.
These computations with length measurements and the positions of points are
expressed as distances from a conveniently selected point of origin. No physical
process can measure absolute time or points in space; only relative measurements
are possible. Distance measures (in space or time) are always relative to other
points and no direct coordinate measurements are possible. Relative measures
are tacitly converted into coordinates assuming a conventional origin. These
computations make statistical descriptions of errors in the coordinate values
diﬃcult.
Buyong describes a method to represent locations by relative measurements
and uses coordinates only for computation [29,30]. A database would contain as
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Fig. 2.15. Geographic coordinate systems

original determination of location the relative measurements and new measurements can be added freely. Coordinates are calculated from measurements using
adjustment calculation [128], either when needed and immediately discarded, or
stored and recalculated after each addition of new measurements. In the traditional coordinate-based system, location information deteriorates over time with
the integration of new point locations and occasionally a complete new survey of
all locations must be made (typically every 30 to 50 years). In a measurementbased system, the quality of the determination of location improves with the
addition of new measurements.
Continuous Time: Instants and Time Measurement Values. We measure
time with respect to a time scale with a conventionally selected origin. The
customary Gregorian calendar has the origin related to the birth of Jesus Christ
(and other religions select origins related to the history of their religion). The
conventional time measurement scale has some interesting particularities; for
example, there is no year 0, after year 1 BC follows 1 AD; the way the duration
is commercially calculated between two dates depends if you borrow or lend,
etc. [80].
Continuous Space: Points and Coordinates. Every country has selected
a prominent point as an origin for the national grid of coordinate values. Two
global systems are used: the well known system of geographic longitude and
latitude, where distances are measured by angles and the origin is the intersection
of the meridian of the astronomical observatory in Greenwich (exactly the optical
center of the old passage instrument) with the equator (Figure 2.15); whereas
the modern system uses three orthogonal axis, situated in the center of the earth
mass.
For each coordinate system, origin point and direction of the axes must be
ﬁxed. In practice, the origin of the coordinate system is of no relevance as the
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earth surface

h

h’
ellipsoid

Fig. 2.16. Diﬀerences in height measurements

coordinate system is realized by the totality of all points for which coordinate
values are determined, and which can be used to measure distances and directions
to new points.
Most surveying systems separate the position in the plane from the height and
introduce a separate zero point for the height measurement. The conventional
origin at sea level has no precise deﬁnition and leads to confusing diﬀerences between the heights of points expressed in diﬀerent national systems; well known is
the apparent height diﬀerence of several meters between Germany and Belgium.
Height can be measured as the potential from an assumed zero potential surface
or can be measured as a distance from this same surface (Figure 2.16); precise
height measurement systems are not a completely resolved topic in geodesy.
2.8.5

Approximate Location

Points (in time and space) are mathematically without extension. Real observations identify small extents which are all mapped to the same value. The
dissertation of Bittner [17] showed how operations with such approximations are
possible (the recent paper by Smith and Brogaard exploits some similar ideas
[181]).
Bittner and Stell describe the location of spatial objects within sets of regions
of space (cells) that form regional partitions (Figures 2.17 and 2.18). The location
of spatial objects is characterized by sets of relationships to partition cells. Figure
2.17 shows the approximation of a non-regular shaped region, r, with respect
to a raster-shaped regional partition. The raster-shaped partition simpliﬁes the
example; in general arbitrary partitions of 2-D space are possible. Bittner and
Stell distinguish three relations between the region, r, and a partition cell, g ∈ G:
(1) Full-overlap, i.e., r contains or is equal to g (Cell K in Figure 2.17). (2)
Partial-overlap, i.e., r and g share parts, but do not fully overlap. (All partition
cells except K,A,I, and M ). (3) Non-overlap, i.e., r and g do not even overlap
partially. (Cells A, I, and M ). There are coarser and ﬁner distinctions possible
(see [19] for details). Formally, the approximate location of the region r within
the partition G as a mapping of signature αr : G → Ω. The mapping (αr )
returns for every partition element g ∈ G the relation between r and g, i.e., f o
for full-overlap, po for partial-overlap, or no for non-overlap.
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Fig. 2.17. A region approximated by a regular partition

Montana

Yellowstone N. Park (YNP)
Wyoming

Idaho

Grand Teton N. Park(GTNP)
Utah

Zion National Park (ZNP)
Fig. 2.18. The position of National Parks with respect to some western states of the
USA

Approximations represent sets of regions, i.e., all those regions that are represented by the same approximation mapping. Bittner and Stell [19] deﬁned union
and intersection operations on approximation mappings, such that their outcome
constrains the possible outcome of union and intersections operations between
the approximated regions. Moreover, they derived sets of possible relations between spatial regions, given their approximations [20]. Bittner [18] showed how
approximate spatial reasoning can be applied to the temporal domain.
Consider, for example, the approximations of a water reservoir and a pollution area with respect to an underlying soil classiﬁcation partition. Assume both
approximations are based on independent observations in diﬀerent moments of
time. Bittner and Stell [19] derive which relations can hold between the water
reservoir and the area of pollution from the knowledge about their approximate
location. This can be used, for example, to determine if it is possible that both
objects overlap or it is certain that they do (or do not) overlap.
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2.8.6

Discretization and Sampling

An observation yields diﬀerent values, depending where and when we observe
reality. Some processes change rapidly (in time or in space), others vary very
slowly: Observing the height of a mountaintop is (nearly) independent of the
time as the value changes only very slowly. Observing the position of a car is
highly dependent on the length of time we observe the car. Measuring gravity
gives very similar results, independent of time or location.
The limitation of the representation enforces some careful optimization when
building models of parts of reality – the model is necessarily limited and an
approximation. Information systems concentrate on some processes in reality,
e.g., the movement of cars on highways, development of cities or the weather.
Each of these processes (or complex of processes) has a certain “scale”. Space
and time can be treated equally: some properties change quickly if we move
in space (e.g., elevation) and others change very slowly (e.g. geology). One can
speak of a temporal and spatial frequency of events [95]. For example, geological
processes typically have a resolution of 10 to 100 meter in space and thousand to
millions of years in time. Movement of cars on highways has a spatial resolution
of several m in space and seconds to minutes in time.
If we observe a process, then our observations must have a minimum density
to avoid misleading “aliasing”. A process can be described with a frequency of
change (in space and time). The sampling theorem states that observations must
be made with at least twice the frequency of the highest frequency in the process
of interest. To avoid erroneous observations, so-called aliasing, frequencies higher
than half the sampling frequency must be ﬁltered out before the signal is sampled
(Figure 2.19).

sampling
signal observed

apparent
signal

Fig. 2.19. A low frequency signal emerges from a high frequency signal not correctly
sampled

The practically very important method of data collection by remote sensing
(Figure 2.8) takes the average value over the area of the pixel and thus applies
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at the same time a ﬁlter which eliminates too high (spatial) frequencies. If point
sampling is employed, then the high frequencies present in the signal can lead to
signiﬁcant errors in area estimates; this is particularly dangerous in areas with
regular structures, e.g., the road network in the U.S. Midwest.
2.8.7

Virtual Datasets: Validity of Values

It is convenient to organize large numbers of observations in such a way that a
comprehensive model of reality emerges. It is possible to link datasets available
on diﬀerent computers internally and to provide an interface which gives the
same functionality as the real observation of the world (Eq. 2.12):
ObsV alue :: dataStore → location →
time → observationT ype → value

(2.15)

Vckovski has labeled such datasets as “virtual” and discussed their properties
[200]. Unlike the observation function of reality in Section 2.8.1, the observations
of virtual datasets are partial - not for every combination of input values a
result is available; often the value is unknown. Values resulting from simulated
observations from a dataset and not direct observation of the world must be
qualiﬁed:
• Bounded knowledge in time and space: the data collected always covers only
some limited time span and some area. For positions and times outside this
area, the result is unknown.
• Values for points other than those observed must be interpolated. The selection of appropriate interpolation methods is a diﬃcult problem [51].
• Values were measured with limited precision. The user must be made aware
of the error resulting from measurement and the error resulting from interpolation. The eﬀects of classiﬁcation or diﬀerent observation methods must
be tracked and values converted as far as possible.
Observation operations to the information system are partial: requests for values
for points in time or space, before the ﬁrst or after the last value available (or
outside of the spatial limit), must not return a regular value. Computation with
total functions is simpler. Wrapping the result value in a data type M aybe allows
us to transform the partial to a total function and lift operations to this data
type (M aybe is a monad [202], but this is not important here).
data Maybe a = Just a | Nothing
obsValue :: dataStore -> location -> time ->
observationType -> Maybe value
class Number a => Number (Maybe a) where
(Just a) + (Just b) = Just (a + b)
_ + _ = Nothing
For virtual data sets, time series, coverages [41] or raster images, the regular
operations can be applied (“lifted”). It is possible to add two time series, to apply
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mathematical formulae to values of corresponding cells, etc. Tomlin has shown
how this “map algebra” can be extended with operations useful for planning
[196,195].

2.9

Ontological Tier 2:
Representation – World of Individual Objects

Humans have the ability to see objects – and they use very diﬀerent criteria
in the way they carve reality into objects: objects are formed according to the
current needs, i.e., the task a human agent tries to complete at a given instance.
An ordinary tree stomp can be seen as a table, a seat or platform to stand on.
The human interactions with the environment, especially with solid bodies as
included in the table-top environment, are ubiquitous and probably prototypical
for our understanding of objects. But there is also the large class of geographic
objects, which are typically unmovable and not physical themselves, but made
up from other physical objects (a road or a forest is an area of space, not a
physical object). Humans “see” objects with respect to their interaction with
them. Gibson called these potentials for interaction “aﬀordance” [100].
Physical objects are extremely real for the human cognition. But instead of
following the philosophical tradition, which assumes a preexisting understanding
of objects, a very pragmatic approach is followed: objects are deﬁned by uniform
properties. The properties which must be uniform for an object are related to
the possible ways of interaction with an object. Depending on the property,
which is uniform, very diﬀerent types of objects are formed and these objects
then follow diﬀerent ontological rules (which we call lifestyles, see Section 2.9.5).
The properties, which are ﬁxed to determine uniformity, can be used to deﬁne
a topological, morphological or functional unity [109].
Objects preserve invariants in time and are therefore a method of human
cognition to reduce the complexity of the world, by grouping areas of uniform
properties with respect to potential interactions. The most salient example are
solid bodies, which preserve form, volume, material, weight, color, etc. There
are transformations from point observations to observations of objects, typically
integrating speciﬁc properties (e.g., speciﬁc weight) over the volume of the object. Representations for objects are best selected to respect the invariants; the
geometric form of an object is best expressed in a coordinate system ﬁxed with
the object and a vector which indicates the location of the object and an angle
of rotation; from this coordinates in an exterior system can be deduced.
The approach selected here – namely to deﬁne objects simply as areas of
uniform observable properties – avoids the diﬃculties philosophers have found
in the foundation classes of ontologies, where the most fundamental classes of
entity, object, etc., are deﬁned. Guarino and his colleagues have compared several ontologies and have found conﬂicts and hidden assumptions, which made
comparison between the ontologies and transfer of knowledge integrated in one
ontology to another ontology diﬃcult [110].
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The object concept used here is restricted to “physical objects” (which contains as a subset the “material objects” but is much larger), i.e. things which
exist in the physical world and can be observed by observation methods. This
is not the most general concept of an object, as it is often used in philosophy
or software engineering; speciﬁcally, constructions like abstract ideas, social constructions, etc., are not included and will be discussed in the next sections.
2.9.1

Objects Are Defined by Uniform Properties

Objects are deﬁned as spatio-temporal regions of some uniform property. The
uniformity can be in the material type, in what moves jointly, etc. Table-top objects are typically delimited by what forms a solid body, but other properties are
often used, for example, color, texture, etc., is typically used to identify objects
on photographs, including remote sensing images. More complex properties, like
“same DNA” for a living animal body, are also possible.
Examples for objects on the tabletop are the cup, knife, piece of bread, etc.
In the cityscape, objects are buildings, persons or cars. In the landscape, forests,
lakes, mountains and roads are all objects with boundaries of varying degrees of
sharpness [28]. In order for things to have uniform properties, the properties must
be classiﬁed and small variations in reality, or by the errors in the observation
process, eliminated. The classiﬁcations can be applied to values which are the
result of some computations, combining multiple values; for example, to detect
areas which are connected, one can observe direction and speed of movement
(the same result can be achieved with a static analysis of the resistance to stress
and strain, which indicates where a collection of material bodies will separate).
Ultimately, the classiﬁcation results in a binary result – a point in space or time
is part of or is not part of an object.
2.9.2

Geometry of Objects

The geometry of objects results from a classiﬁcation of some property values.
Delimiting areas of uniform value have some desirable geometric properties. They
form a partition, i.e., they are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (see Figure
2.20).
Spatial Objects Have a Geometry. Spatial objects have boundaries. In many
cases, speciﬁc observation systems are organized to ﬁnd the boundary positions
directly in the terrain and not from the point-wise observation of the environment. Surveyors go out and measure the boundary of the forest by detailed
observation in the ﬁeld and then measure the location of the boundary.
If the classiﬁcation is applied to a collection of raster values, then the discretization eﬀects of the observation step shows. The smallest object which is
certainly detectable must have an area of at least four times the cell size (follows
from the sampling theorem, see Section 2.8.6).
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Road
Open space
Buildings

Fig. 2.20. Classiﬁcation of a part of the remote sensing image from Figure 2.8

Geometric Objects Relate to Other Objects. For spatial objects, the location of the centroid and the boundary of the objects can be deduced:
getObjBoundary :: env -> spatobj -> boundary
centroid :: env -> spatobj -> point
Both the boundary returned and the centroid point are objects and have properties. For example, the position of a point can be asked, the length of the
boundary or the area delimited can be found, and a complementary set of geometric operations for point, line and area are provided in most Geographic
Information Systems. The Open GIS Consortium works towards standardization in conjunction with the ISO standard for extension of the query language
SQL.
position :: point -> env -> coordinate
area:: boundary -> env -> areaValue
length :: boundary -> env -> lengthValue
Boundaries can be approximated by a sequence of straight lines and the corners
of a boundary are a set of points:
corners:: boundary -> env -> [points]
The object-object relations are necessary to document that the boundary of
parcel A is as well the boundary for the parcel B (Figure 2.21). An inverse
function to getObjBoundary retrieves for a boundary line the two areas which
are bounded by this line:
getBoundedArea :: boundary -> env -> [object]
The object-object relations are also necessary to model containment of objects
with diﬀerent granularity. One object may be part of a larger object and the
larger object may contain a number of smaller objects.
contains :: obj -> env -> [objs]
contained:: obj -> env -> obj
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Containment relations may form hierarchies, for example, for the political subdivision of a continent in countries, regions, provinces, communes, etc. (for example, the European NUTS subdivision forms a hierarchy of partitions, where each
higher level forms a reﬁnement of the previous one). Timpf has investigated how
such containment hierarchies are formed, how they relate to other hierarchies
(for example, functional), and how they are used for cartographic generalization
[193].
Objects Resulting from Classification form Topological Complexes.
The boundaries of a set of objects coming from a single classiﬁcation form a
complex [99]; each boundary bounds an areal object on each side. All the objects
form a partition, i.e., they jointly exhaust the space and are mutually disjoint
(often described as JEPD, jointly exhaustive, pairwise disjoint). In the extreme
of a binary rule forming a single object, the object formed and the background
together are JEPD.
Given a classiﬁcation to determine what is a “uniform” object one can ask
for a list of all objects within an area.
For geometric objects in a complex, operations can can return the boundary
of the object or the co-boundary. For a cell or simplicial complex (Figure 2.21),
these operations form algebras with well-deﬁned properties. The boundary of
an area are the lines, the boundary of a line are the two bounding points. The
co-boundary is the converse operation; the co-boundary of the line are the two
areas bounded by this line, and the co-boundary of a point are the set of lines
starting or ending in this point.

node
edge linked by
2 nodes
edge linked by 2
areas
Fig. 2.21. Simplicial complex of nodes, edges and areas with boundary and coboundary relations

A spatial database for which objects have these or comparable operations is
often called a topological GIS or a topological data structure. These properties
were identiﬁed very early in the history of GIS and used for checking for errors
in data freshly input [46].
The topological relations between objects are usually described by the set
of topological relations, which were proposed by Egenhofer in his dissertation
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[64]. They are a generalization of Allen’s relations for temporal intervals for two
(and higher) dimensional regions. They are similar (but diﬀerently deﬁned) to
the relations the RCC calculus proposes [45].
2.9.3

Properties of Objects

Some properties of the objects are related to the problem of identifying regions of
uniform properties. Other properties of objects can be related to the properties
of the observable (and sometimes non observable) physical properties of the
ﬁeld ontology [61]. For example, the weight of an object is the integral over the
weight of its material. The eﬀort necessary to move along a path is related to
the accumulated height diﬀerences along the path.
Operations to integrate observations for a geometry can be deﬁned as an
extension of point observations: integrate along a path, integrate over an area
for some property (if the property is time-variant, the movement in time must
be provided). From such integrations, properties of objects follow: the length or
the area of a geometry by integrating over the constant function 1, but it can
also be used to determine the height diﬀerence along a path, the annual rainfall
over an area, etc.
2.9.4

Geographic Objects Are not Solid Bodies

The classical concept of object is a generalization from the physical objects on the
tabletop; such material objects are exclusive: where one object is, no other object
can be. This is correct only for solid body objects and not the case for other
physically observable objects: in most applications, more than one classiﬁcation
is possible [181]. In the city environment the classiﬁcation can be based on a
pedestrian viewpoint or a legal-ownership viewpoint: a pedestrian is interested
in the areas which are uniformly “not obstructed”, whereas a bank is interested
in seeing what areas have an uniform ownership.
This gives more than one object at a single location. Similar diﬀerences in
the classiﬁcation of land for planning purposes can be observed: classiﬁcations
based on natural habitat, car traﬃc, pedestrian traﬃc, residential constructions,
all are examples of objects of diﬀerent types which overlap and coexist (Figure
2.22).
This is a fundamental problem for any object ontology: the division of the
world into objects is not unique and depends on the observer and his intentions.
A special case is given if a classiﬁcation is ﬁner than another [93] (Figure 2.23).
There, the objects form a lattice [138].
2.9.5

Objects Endure in Time

Objects, especially physical objects, endure in time. Physical objects have individual properties, which diﬀerentiate them from other objects which look similar,
even if these diﬀerences are often not relevant and not noticed by human observers. Objects in reality maintain their identity from begin to end – even a grain
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Subdivision of
space in:
free
buildings
traffic area
ownership

Fig. 2.22. Subdivision of space in building objects and ownership objects which overlap

Fig. 2.23. Three diﬀerent classiﬁcations for urban land use (with 4, 7, and 24 classes)

of salt has an identity, which is lost when it is dissolved in the soup. Objects
are “worms in four-dimensional space”. Worboys and Pigot explored the mathematics of such constructions [158,205], referring back to classical geographic
conceptions of space-time diagrams [114].
The concept of physically observable objects is a generalization of material
objects, from which we know from experience that they endure in time: the
piece of bread on my table now (Figure 2.2) will remain a piece of bread even
ﬁve seconds later. Many of its properties remain the same; they are invariant
with respect to short intervals of time.
The stable identity of objects is modeled in a database with a (stable) identiﬁer, which replaces the combination of numerous properties which make each
individual physical object diﬀerent from all others. Identiﬁers are nominal values;
they support only the operation equality (for performance reasons, it is useful
to make internal use of lexigraphical order in the identiﬁers, but this must not
be construed as meaningful).
Objects can be seen as functions from an identiﬁer, an observation type and
time to a value (Formula 2.16). Objects are formed such that many important
properties remain invariant, primarily with respect to advancing time but also
with respect to other operations.
observation :: id → time → obs → value

(2.16)
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Object Lifestyles. The changes of objects can be continuous or catastrophic:
an object can move or it can be destroyed and ceases to exist. Catastrophic
changes are aﬀecting the “existence” of the object and these changes follow
diﬀerent rules: The solids on the desktop can be glued together such that two
objects become one and later this connection can be broken again and the two
original objects reemerge. If we pour the water from one glass into the wine in
the other glass, the two liquid objects water body and wine body cease to exist
and a new “water-wine-body” emerges. This operation cannot be undone; the
two original liquids cannot be restituted. Considering the life of an object in
time, we observe that diﬀerent objects have diﬀerent “life styles”. Solids can be
glued together and reemerge, but the liquids mixed cannot be separated again.

Definition of Lifestyles. In the real world objects are perceived as having
their life – a span of time bounding the existence of objects as separable identiﬁable entities. In a spatio-temporal database objects are modeled in the same
manner, i.e., a span of time bounding the existence of object identifiers in the
database between the two fundamental events: creation and destruction. The way
objects emerge and later change the modus of their existence diﬀers for diﬀerent
categories of objects. For example, a liquid object while ﬂowing into a container
and overﬂowing it, gives rise to two new liquid objects: the ﬁrst one remains in
the container, and the second one spills on the ground [115]. This behavior is
completely diﬀerent from the blocks world: solid objects on a table can be piled
one upon the other, but their identities are preserved.
Lifestyles are sets of special, identity changing operations applicable to object identiﬁers of diﬀerent kinds of objects (Figure 2.24). These special operations form a ﬁnite set. Combined together they describe a large number of
object categories. Beside the inevitable creation of an object identiﬁer, possible
destruction, the concept of temporary loss of identity for an object, has been
introduced with operations suspend and resume with the same meaning as kill
and reincarnate in [42]. An object may change its identiﬁer keeping track of
its predecessor through evolution, modeled as a composition of a creation and
a deletion. Complex lifestyles are composed from simpler ones. Thus, of aggregation the parts are suspended, whereas the melting of objects is described as
fusion (parts are destroyed). The fundamental diﬀerence is that the inverse of
the former process (segregation) is reversible while the inverse of the latter (ﬁssion) is not: the contents of a glass of water and a glass of wine poured into a
carafe cannot be restituted. Examples of lifestyles described in [139] range from
physical reality like simple movable objects (stones, blocks), immovables (manmade buildings and bona ﬁde objects like valleys and mountains), living beings,
containers, liquids, to abstract concepts like ownership rights, marriages, and
partnerships.
The concept of lifestyles allows the designer of a spatio-temporal database
to use the same classes of operations for apparently diﬀerent kinds of objects. In
modeling abstract objects, one can beneﬁt from already achieved models of the
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Fig. 2.24. The subsumption-graph of lifestyles

simpler physical realm. For example, legal cadastral parcels follow the “lifestyle”
of liquids: two parcels which are merged are not re-emerging after a split [89].
Lifestyles describe the change in object identiﬁers: an object exists in the
database or does not exist (or it is suspended). A possible extension is the change
in object types: a liquid object can evaporate changing its appearance. Melting of
solid objects into a liquid state is an important transition as well. The change of
identity in objects produces many side eﬀects: topological relations, for example,
are of the greatest importance in spatial domain. Thus, the investigation relates
lifestyles and the change in topology of emerging objects [120].
Moving and Changing Objects. Objects have permanence in time and can
move their position or change shape. The observation of movement or change
of shape for table-top objects which are under our permanent scrutiny is easy.
Solid objects move but maintain their shape, other objects on the table may
change form as the result of actions.
The recognition of moving and changing objects in geographic space is more
diﬃcult. What can be stated about the sand dunes of Figure 2.25, where we
have observations which are half a year apart? One might conclude that the
sand dune X in spring 1999 is the eﬀect of merging the two dunes A and B from
fall 1998, but this is not necessarily the correct interpretation. The question is
generalized to the problem: Given two observations of snapshot spatial objects
i1 at t1 and i2 at t2 ; construct a time varying object o, such that o at t1 is i1
and o at t2 is i2 .
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In this case, we are justiﬁed to label the two observed non-temporal objects
with the same identiﬁer and consider them as projections of the single object.
The detailed rules depend on the particulars of the application.

B
X
A
Fall ’98

Spring ’99
A
B
A+B

X ?
X ?
X ?

Fig. 2.25. Wandering sand dunes

Time-Varying Geometry. If we allow for time-varying values as the result
of determination of object property, then the geometric operations can all be
applied to moving objects. For moving objects, they return a time-varying value
for the location of the centroid, for the length of the boundary, etc. The operation
applicable to ﬁxed values can be lifted to apply to time-varying values but care
must be taken for functions like minimum or maximum (see Chapter 4 in this
book). For example, the distance between two moving objects is a changing
ﬂoating-point value (see Section 2.6.1).
2.9.6

Temporal, but A-Spatial Objects

The same principles of identiﬁcation of area with uniform properties which were
using a ﬁxed time point can be inversed to identify temporal regions with uniform
properties for a ﬁxed location. To form objects as regions from a snapshot (ﬁxed
time) is more common, but sequences in time with uniform properties can be
considered as “temporal objects” as well [174]. Examples would be my summer
vacation period, an employees sickness leave or the presidency of Bill Clinton.
Such temporal objects have a start and an end and one can ask for their duration,
they are time intervals:
ObjStart :: id -> time
ObjEnd :: id -> time
Allen deﬁned topological relations between time intervals [2].
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Ontological Tier 3: Socially Constructed Reality

In the last section objects were constructed with respect to the human interaction
with the world. This physical reality includes a large number of the things we
interact regularly with, from fruits and other small objects to land, lakes and
weather.
Unfortunately, most of what an administrative spatio-temporal database contains are not the physical properties of the world, but the legal and administrative classiﬁcation of the world, classiﬁed and named within the context of social,
especially institutional, rules. In the city, building lots, street names, and building zones are administrative facts; in the landscape, county boundaries, right of
way and areas of nature parks are administratively constructed facts. These areas created by administrative rules are further simpliﬁcations of the complexity
of reality to the restricted view of the law. These administrative constructs are
valid only within a legal context.
2.10.1

Social Reality Is Real within a Context

A concentration on the ontology of physical things leaves out a very large part of
the reality humans perceive. Naming things and using the names to communicate
with others is one of the most important cultural achievements. Society consists
of a complex web of relationships between people and things, which need to
be deﬁned and named. Elements of social reality thus named appear as real as
physical reality to us. There is a strange belief – manifest in witchcraft – that an
object has a direct and natural link to its name; pointing out that “Hund”, nor
“chien” or “cane” describes the same species as the English “dog”, reveals the
contextual nature of the naming conventions. Social constructs, from marriage
to ownership, all appear as real to us as physical forces or electricity, but are
meaningful only in the social context.
Social reality includes all the objects and relations which are created by
social interactions. Human beings are social animals and social interaction is
extremely important. The reason to separate physical reality, object reality and
socially constructed reality is the potential for diﬀerences in observations: within
errors of observations, the results of observations of the same point in time and
space should be the same. The construction of objects can be based on the
uniformity of various properties, and thus objects may be formed diﬀerently –
for example, the deﬁnition of forest can be based on various criteria and thus
leads to diﬀerent extensions of a “forest” (indeed one should speak of diﬀerent
kinds of forest: legal forest, land-use forest, forest as physical presence of trees,
etc.); diﬀerences for object formation can be traced back to diﬀerent methods
in classiﬁcation if enough care is applied to the domain-speciﬁc interests and
procedures.
For socially constructed reality, agreement between diﬀerent agents from different contexts in the construction is not to be expected. Objects are named
with diﬀerent names in diﬀerent languages and only naı̈ve persons assume that
there are exact translations between terms. Not even countries using the “same”
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language, apply the same terms with corresponding meaning; well known is the
motto “England and the United States are separated by a common language”
based on various examples of diﬀerences in vocabulary; the same applies to Germany, Switzerland and Austria. Each country, speciﬁcally each cultural system,
creates its own “conceptualization” of the cultural organization. The results
are quite diﬀerent conceptual systems, and one must not expect that the same
concept in diﬀerent cultures will have the same meaning. There is a European attempt to extend the WordNet dictionary with ﬁve European languages to make
it multi-lingual.
The names and the concepts are only meaningful within the deﬁning social
context. They are not binding outside of this context. What is quite easy to
accept with regard to diﬀerent languages is more diﬃcult to understand with
respect to smaller cultural communities: public agencies, administrations, etc.;
each creates its own vocabulary and logical organization of the part of reality
and cultural institution it is concerned with. It is surprising to see how diﬀerent
the terminology and the concepts of law in Austria, Switzerland and Germany
are; neither do the terms correspond, nor do they have the (exact) same meaning. What Austrians call “Kataster”, a map and a list of the parcels, is the
“Liegenschaftskarte” in Germany. Even smaller communities create their own
terminology: the laws for urban planning are in the competence of the Bundesland (federal state) in Austria; therefore there are nine laws, each creating
its own set of terms which have meaning within this set of rules. Terms in one
Bundesland do not correspond to the same or to other terms used in another
Bundesland. Nobody assumes that the diﬀerent branches in the administration of a town relate the same concept to the word “building”; the prototypical
case, a single family dwelling, may be included everywhere, but the treatment
of special cases – very small utility constructions, underground constructions,
etc. – will vary. Using the concept of radial category [166], one can say that
agencies create radial categories, which partially overlap. This makes the construction of databases, or the integration of databases from diﬀerent origin, very
diﬃcult. The smallest common denominators must be found by human specialists; attempts of automatic database schema integration at best provide helpful
tools [57].
2.10.2

Names

Objects have names – especially persons – and these names are perceived as
“real” properties of the things. The proponents of remote sensing images of
the environment always need to be reminded that remote sensing cannot see
the names of towns [126], nor the boundaries of countries. Sometimes physical
phenomena indicate where boundaries are, sometimes not; towns can be seen,
but not their names, because all these elements are not part of the physical
reality (which we analyzed in the previous two sections).
It is culturally assumed that names of things are stable. It is improper to
change one’s name (except for women when they marry in most of western
Europe) or use multiple names (only criminals and artists do this). Everybody
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has to have a name (including “the artist formerly known as Prince”). Culture
assumes for many important things (but not all) that there exists functions
getname :: obj -> name
findObj :: name -> env -> obj
Names are clearly a social construct in the sense of Searle [172]. Names can
come in many forms: as strings of characters, as numbers (e.g., the names of
the days of a month) or as arbitrary strings (social security numbers, license
plates of cars, serial numbers, etc.). Names are always on a nominal scale –
only comparison for equality is a relevant operation – and often a lexicographic
ordering is exploited for searching (e.g., in telephone directories). Some names,
especially surnames, are structured in such a way that they hint to relationships
between people: Peter Smith maybe the father of Paul Smith (or his brother, or
completely unrelated).
Many uses of names rely on a small context, in which the name is likely
unique. The best example is the use of Christian names to identify people, there
are thousands of “Rudi” living in Vienna, but within the context of my department, “Rudi” is unique (not so for “Martin”). Usually the context of a situation
is suﬃcient to disambiguate a statement and identify the person. One should
not be tempted to think that the usual combination of Christian name and family name is the person: there are three persons with the same name “Martin
Staudinger” listed in the Vienna phone directory!
2.10.3

Institutional Reality

Much of what seems very real is, at a second glance, far from real. Neither status,
honor or marriage, nor ownership are physically real. A large number of the constructions of social reality are related to institutions, especially the legal system.
We concentrate here on legal concepts, as they are the most important for the
construction of spatio-temporal databases, for example, about land ownership
and the planning of the use of space.
Administration and law has a need to simplify the inﬁnitely complex world
to general rules which can be applied generally and uniformly. The complex
judgment if a child is mature enough to act as an adult person is replaced by a
summary rule which links the age of the person to its classiﬁcation as a minor,
not capable of making legally binding decisions, or an adult. Such rules are
important for an eﬃcient functioning of our modern world, where we deal with
a large number of strangers and regulate our interactions based on few, typically
quickly observable, properties: instructions given by a person in a police uniform
are followed when we drive a car, but the same signs made by a non-uniformed
person will go mostly unobserved.
Searle observed that some speech acts are not descriptive of reality like “the
forest is green” which can be true or not depending on the color of the forest,
but are constitutive – they create the described fact. The most famous example
is certainly “I declare you husband and wife”, which, if spoken by a duly authorized person and after the proper interrogations, creates the fact “marriage”
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[171]. Often institutions associate speciﬁc treatments – ﬁxed in rules and laws –
with such constitutive acts. Incorporation of a company, marriage or submitting
a letter of resignation constitute legal facts; these legal facts have well-deﬁned
consequences which are evident, when the constitutive act is made. The institutions typically keep registries of these constitutive facts, a registry of deeds is an
example, or provide a document as evidence of the fact, for example, a driver’s
license or a marriage certiﬁcate. Confusing are “birth certiﬁcates”, where the
certiﬁcate does not constitute the fact that somebody was born – this is an
ontological problem of Tier 3 – but constitutes the legal acceptance that birth
was given at a speciﬁc location and time, which has consequences like conferring
nationality – for example, a birth certiﬁcate from an U.S. registry is suﬃcient
for entry into the USA.
Searle in his theory of institutional facts starts with the observation that
paper money is nothing else than printed paper, but that this special kind of
printed paper has a particular function within the context of a society. He sees
that “special printed paper” serves as “money” in the context of a national
economy. In the theory provided by Searle to explain institutional facts, the
formula “x serves as y in the context of z” is very important, but not likely
to cover all aspects of social reality [184]. This “x counts as y” assigns to the
physical object x (from ontological tier 3) a speciﬁc function y. The meaning of
the function y and the rule that x counts as y are both part of the context, for
example, the legal institution. The function y, for example, “ownership”, is then
deﬁned in the context of the legal system: ownership links a person to a piece
of land, the owner of a piece of land can sell this land or can use it to secure a
debt, etc. The meaning of ownership is fully deﬁned within the legal system of
a country. The German Grundgesetz says “ownership is guaranteed within the
limits of the law...”, clearly pointing out the social and legal context in which
the term must be understood. On the other hand, some Reform Country has
deﬁned new institutions, avoiding the term “ownership” for land; in the opinion of experts, if a piece of land can be owned, sold, inherited and mortgaged,
there is no substantial diﬀerence to “ownership” (in the meaning of the context of European or American law), independent of the word that this country
uses [121].
Important for the application of spatio-temporal databases to land registration is the separation between the physical properties of things in the world, for
example, boundary markers, buildings, streets and rivers, and the legal facts.
Competent surveyors can measure the positions of boundary markers. There
should not be cause for debate about the result. Similarly, the reconstruction of
a boundary using the documented measurements in the registry is a (mostly)
physical process and not dependent on a legal context.
Smith has separated ﬁat and bona ﬁde boundaries [176]. Bona ﬁde boundaries exist in reality: they may be natural boundaries, like those enjoyed by an
island, watersheds, or clearly monumented artifact; the physical reality constitutes the boundary, the registry only points out that these physical elements
are the boundary and may contain measurements or other observation values,
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which can be used to reconstruct the boundary. For ﬁat boundaries, the registry
gives the exact location in terms of observation, and competent surveyors are
required to indicate the location of the boundary in the real world. In this case,
the registry constitutes the boundary and its location. Practically, this diﬀerence
is important when the location of a boundary in the registry and the boundary
in reality do not correspond – which one is the ruling one? In most countries,
for bona ﬁde boundaries, reality wins; for ﬁat boundaries, the registry wins.
Confusion in databases of institutional facts may arise from an incomplete
separation what are recordings of constitutional facts, which cannot be wrong by
deﬁnition, and which are facts based on observation of physical reality, which can,
obviously, be incorrect descriptions of reality. One can demonstrate that a value
does not describe a real property correctly – by inspection of the appropriate
place; one cannot demonstrate that a constitutive registration is wrong. However,
one can prove that the process that leads to its constitution was not following
the prescribed rules and therefore the registration should be void.

2.11

Ontological Tier 4: Modeling Cognitive Agents

Agents acquire and construct knowledge about the world – the physical and
the social world – in which they exist. The knowledge they construct is not
necessarily and automatically corresponding to reality. Cognitive agents use the
accumulated knowledge to derive new knowledge from the accumulated knowledge and make decisions using derived knowledge about actions.
The cognitive system of human beings is very similar to the aggregated cognitive behavior of organizations: They collectively acquire knowledge, which is
subject to similar eﬀects which result in only partial correspondence between
reality and the knowledge accumulated. The treatment here, which deals mostly
with the eﬀects and does not concentrate on the processes and the inﬂuences
on processes which lead to non-conformance of accumulated knowledge, need
therefore not diﬀerentiate between single cognitive agents – mostly humans, but
to some degree also animals – and organizations seen as cognitive agents.
2.11.1

Logical Deduction

Cognitive agents are capable of logical deduction. From the knowledge accumulated other facts are deduced and used to guide the actions of the agent. Logical
deduction can be very simple; for example, a database lookup to check if a person
is a client of a bank or to ﬁnd out how many years a student is already enrolled
in the university, which is a simple calculation starting with the year of his ﬁrst
enrollment. More complex deductions are checks if a student can graduate, which
must consider a number of requirements.
The rules used for deduction are built into application programs and database
query languages. The latter usually follow the axioms pointed out by Reiter [162]:
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• the domain closure assumption
• the unique name assumption
• the closed world assumption
These axioms are closed to assumptions built into legal rules and regulations
and administrative customs – they are not universally applicable. For example,
for spatial databases, the closed world assumption is usually not valid: from the
absence of knowledge that a tree or a building exist on a parcel one must not
conclude that there are no trees or buildings on the parcel; it is possible that
a tree has grown since the last observation or that a building has been erected
without informing the authorities (Figure 2.26). The details about an owner of
a parcel do not demonstrate that this person is still alive. Spatial information
systems require more complex reasoning than ordinary administrative processing
[60].

The map does not show all: missing trees, footpaths

Fig. 2.26. The map does not show all!

2.11.2

Two Time Perspectives

A cognitive agent must separate two time perspectives: There is the time in
which the world evolves: trees sprout, buildings are constructed, and people die
at certain points in time. Second, there is the time at which these facts are
entered into the database: Trees are observed and entered into the database,
buildings are surveyed and shown on maps, death records are ﬁled; these acts of
“knowledge acquisition” occur at a certain point in time – measured along the
same time line, but diﬀerent instants: for each event, two instants are relevant:
when it occurred and when knowledge was acquired.
From an agent’s perspective, the database (or his own collection of knowledge) is a time-varying value – changing in discrete steps at each transaction.
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Therefore, the semantics of a temporal database can be understood as a function
from time to a snapshot database, “as of time t” queries can be expressed as
a-temporal queries to the snapshot database valid at t.
database → time → snapshot database

(2.17)

There are a number of diﬃculties arising from the combination of a time-varying
collection of facts with a deduction system:
The result of a deduction from a snapshot database is – sound deduction rules
assumed – a single result. The result becomes time varying for a time-varying
database: depending what data are collected, a deduction yields a diﬀerent result:
the request to withdraw $500 from my account is denied today (balance only
$150), but after I received a $1000 reimbursement from a company, the same
request to withdraw $500 is granted.
If the results of deductions are stored, then a fact acquired later can make
the result invalid and the stored result of the deduction must be identiﬁed and
corrected (monotonicity of the logic; usually not given). This is usually described
as “belief maintenance problem”, when agents deduce beliefs from their knowledge and knowledge added later requires a revision of these beliefs. From simple
observation in an environment one may deduce that green fruits are unripe and
not edible, and red fruits are ripe and sweet; this empirical rule must be revised after tasting of ripe, green ﬁgs or grapes, and a more sophisticated rule for
ripeness must replace the simple one [104].
Social fairness often leads to rules where not the date of a fact, but when
an agent learned about it, is important. The social system does not punish
honest “not-knowing” if the agent has made all reasonable eﬀorts to discover
the facts. For example, the knowledge of the law is assumed, but only after it
has been oﬃcially published. A case can be brought before a court within a
certain deadline and the deadline is counted not from the oﬀending act, but
from the time the plaintiﬀ has learned (or could have learned if diligent) of the
act.
In other instances, legal rules depend on having knowledge or not; in European cadastral law, the “bona ﬁde” buyer is protected, even if he buys from a
non-owner. In all such cases, it is crucial how much an agent knew, when a fact
became true and when an agent learned about it. The registry of deeds or the
cadastre is one of the legal domains where most detailed rules were developed
over the centuries [80]. Entering a legal fact in a registry often creates the assumption that all parties concerned do know about the fact, because they can
access the information if interested.
2.11.3

Sources of Knowledge

Agents acquire much knowledge through communication with other agents and
not from direct observations. This knowledge is “hearsay” in legal terminology
[21] and considered of much lower reliability than what is directly and immediately observed by an agent. Human beings are extremely well equipped to keep
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information from diﬀerent sources separated and maintain a mental link from
the information to the source. Reuter has pointed out that databases are not
prepared to keep track of collections of facts which form areas of consistency,
but are not overall consistent [206].

2.12

Ontological Commitments
Necessary for a Spatio-temporal Database

Using a spatio-temporal database implies the acceptance of the ontological commitments built into it. The previous sections discussed these commitments in
detail. The conclusions are summarized here:
2.12.1

Existence of a Single Reality

We assume – as generally is the case in the positivist philosophy of science
and engineering – that there is a single reality in which we live, and which
we gain knowledge of. This assumption results form empirical evidence that I
and everybody else live and interact with the same objects, following the same
physical laws. Eﬀects of the actions of another person can be seen and others
can see the eﬀects of my actions.
2.12.2

Values for Properties Can Be Observed

Our knowledge of the world is through the observation of values of observable
properties. Models may link observable values to assumed properties, which are
not directly observable. Observations are linked to the point in time and space
when they were made.
2.12.3

Assume Space and Time

The notion of space and time were the object of extensive philosophical debate.
Human life is in space and time and our bodily functions lead to space and time
as two fundamental categories of our experience. Time is unidirectional and
observed processes are, in general, not reversible in time. Space is characterized
– here we can follow the famous deﬁnition of geometry by Hilbert – by invariant
properties for groups of transformations [22].
2.12.4

Observations Are Necessarily Limited

Observations are necessarily with limited precision in the observed value as well
as in the point in time and space they are related to. This is a physical fundamental limit (Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle), but in all practical cases, the
uncertainties are much larger than the physical limits and due to imprecise practical observation processes. Most of the data collected are just precise enough
for the purpose, and therefore, in absolute terms, quite imprecise.
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Processes Determine Objects

Humans do not usually consider the world as consisting of data values for individual point observations. For economy of cognitive processes, sets of similar
observations are grouped to form objects. These objects have properties which
remain invariant under common operations. The invariance of form of objects
through translation and rotation (which form a group) is fundamental for our
understanding of solid bodies, i.e., for most of the objects of our daily life. Objects seem to be “real”, but one must always remember that they depend on the
classiﬁcation used for their formation and therefore alternative ways of “carving” the world in objects are possible. Some classiﬁcations are extremely closely
related to fundamental operations of the human body and are therefore likely
“universals” (i.e., the same for all human cultures); others are not. Objects endure in time and have an identity which links observations of an earlier time with
observations at a later time. Even when we are not watching, our car parked in
the road keeps its color (it actually fades slowly) and the height of the Himalayan
mountains remains the same (it actually raises slowly). Object identity is usually
represented with identiﬁers in the data collection.
2.12.6

Names of Objects

To keep track of the identity of objects, various methods for naming are used
by the social system. People have names and cars have manufacturer numbers
and license plates to make them unique and to make it easy to ﬁnd the same
object again without constant supervision. Unnamed objects, like the fork you
are eating with, remain only “your fork” as long as you constantly keep track of
its location to diﬀerentiate it from other forks.
2.12.7

Social, Especially Institutionally Constructed Reality

The social system constructs relations between objects, which are very important
for human living and seem very real, but are not part of physical reality: marriage
(as opposed to parenthood) or ownership (as opposed to physical possession) are
social concepts and only related to physical reality. Much data used for modern
administration concern such socially – especially institutionally – constructed
reality [172].
2.12.8

Knowledge of an Agent Is Changing in Time

The knowledge an agent, a single human being, or an organization maintains,
cannot be a true and perfect model of reality. Agents use their knowledge to
make decisions about actions. The representation of reality is not only of limited
precision (see above), but also varies in time. Facts in the world are later represented in the knowledge base. With each fact the time of occurrence and time
of entry into the knowledge collection is associated. This is often called “valid
time” and “database time” [187]. A speciﬁc decision was correct yesterday, but
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with the additional knowledge gained since, is wrong today. Social fairness dictates that decisions of agents are judged with respect to what they could have
known, not the perfect knowledge available later.

2.13

Conclusions

For spatio-temporal databases a careful review of the ontological bases on which
programs rest is necessary. The assumptions built-in must be documented carefully.
Integration of data from diﬀerent sources is one of the dominant problems of
today’s practical use of spatial and spatio-temporal databases. Investigation into
the ontological bases of such data collections is a research direction from which
essential contributions to solve the real and immediate problems are expected.
This is demonstrated by the commercial interest in ontologies. The division of
ontology into tiers in this chapter identiﬁes diﬀerent levels of commitment and
agreement between diﬀerent data collections. Observation of physical reality is
more likely to be similar for similar data sources; the constructions of social
reality are necessarily context dependent, and will diﬀer for collections originating in diﬀerent sources. The tiers selected reﬂect these diﬀerences in expected
agreement, respectively disagreement, between data sources. The description of
the tiers point to methods to overcome the diﬀerences and to integrate diﬀerent
data sources within the limits of their ontological common base. The multi-tier
ontology extends the diﬀerence between ontology and epistemology philosophers
have argued for centuries.
Progress in the CHOROCHRONOS project in this respect evolved in various
ways. One of them (see Chapter 4) is centered around the move from a ﬁrst-order
logic based investigation to a second-order architecture [112]. In this framework,
time-varying “moving” values and points can be manipulated, and are properly
typed. It appears that many of the ontological problems discussed currently
[109] are related to the concept of type and the type systems of programming
languages are not exactly the type systems necessary for databases. A type
system for a programming language is generally deﬁned as a set of type classes.
Object instances have a speciﬁc type, which means that the operations deﬁned
in the type class are applicable to the object instance [34]. Type systems for
programming language are developed with the goal to allow certain checks on
the program code such that a large class of errors can be detected statically
(i.e., during compilation) and static errors cannot occur during the execution
of a program. Types in the sense of programming languages are static. Object
instances cannot change their type during execution (unless they go through a
speciﬁc “type conversion” operation) [33]. This concept of type is suitable for
the short duration of a program run, but is not suitable for a temporal database,
where long-term representation is the objective. It clashes with an ontological
type concept: with graduation a student becomes an alumni and sometimes an
employee – but his identity as a human being continues. A number of extensions
of a type system with “mix-ins” etc., have been proposed to deal with such
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cases [7]. But none covers all the cases. A review of the ﬁve-tier ontology with a
powerful type system, for example, based on Hindley-Millner type inference and
classes [125], is likely to yield valuable insights into the connection between type
system and ontology.
Linguists use the concept of “ontological categories” to describe types (in the
sense of applicable operations) which cannot be changed: a solid body cannot
become an event; a parcel (a piece of land) cannot become a material or a point.
A boundary point, however, can cease to be a boundary point, but continues as
a point: it can never become an event.
The ontology presented here is designed with the construction of a computational model in mind, following the suggestions in Section 2.4. The contribution
possible from a strongly typed language and polymorphism based on a class
structure will be explored then.
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